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Children’s Books Ireland
CBI is the national organisation for children’s books in Ireland.
Through our many activities and events we aim to engage
young people with books, foster a greater understanding of
the importance of books for young people and act as a core
resource for those with an interest in books for children in
Ireland. Our vision is an Ireland in which books are central to
every child’s life and where meaningful engagement with books
is supported by passionate and informed adults in families,
schools, libraries and communities all across the island.
Children’s Books Ireland is a non-profit organisation with
charitable status. Our core funder is the Arts Council and
anyone can become a member and support our work via our
website: www.childrensbooksireland.ie

Welcome to Shadowing!
A very warm welcome to this year’s Children’s Books Ireland
Book of the Year Awards shadowing activity pack. The highly
anticipated 2017 shortlist has now been announced and it
is time for the scheme to begin in earnest. Over the coming
weeks thousands of young readers across the country will be
reading, reviewing and debating their chosen books, before
finally deciding on their overall favourite. Once again, the
judging panel’s selection serves to showcase the strength and
vitality of contemporary Irish children’s literature across a
variety of styles and reading levels. We are particularly pleased
to see so many brilliant new authors and illustrators emerging
to join several more familiar names who have appeared on the
shortlist before.

The Children’s Books Ireland Book of the Year Awards
The CBI Book of the Year Awards are the leading annual
children’s book awards in Ireland. Now in their twenty-seventh
year, the awards are made annually by Children’s Books
Ireland. The CBI Book of the Year Awards identify, honour
and promote excellence in books for young people by Irish
authors and illustrators. The awards are the most prestigious
in Ireland and offer one of the few opportunities for national
and international recognition of Irish authors and illustrators.
Excellence in children’s books is the over-arching criterion and a
total of six awards is made.

It is also rewarding to see former winner of the CBI Book of
the Year Award Chris Haughton returning to the shortlist with
Goodnight Everyone and last year’s Eilís Dillon award winners
for a first children’s book, Fatti and John Burke, return with
their second children’s book, Historopedia. Former Laureate na
nÓg Eoin Colfer also appears on the shortlist with Anna Liza
and the Happy Practice.
This pack is designed to help you and your group get the most
out of the shadowing process – from selecting and sourcing
suitable titles to choosing and nominating your winner. CBI
recognises that every group is different and will tackle the
activities in their own way. The suggestions made on these
pages are therefore designed merely as a guide for you to use
and modify as you see fit.

The awards are open to authors and illustrators born or
resident in Ireland and to books written in Irish or English.
The shortlist for the awards is announced annually in March
and the winners are announced in May.

Remember, your group is being asking to choose the Children’s
Choice Award by identifying the title which you consider
to be most excellent. The winner of the Children’s Choice
Award will receive a prize of €1,000 so every vote counts.
Also, by returning your vote by 12 May your group will be in
with a chance of attending the CBI Book of the Year Awards
ceremony in Dublin’s Smock Alley Theatre on 23 May as part of
International Literature Festival Dublin!

Each year CBI assembles a panel of judges who have
considerable expertise and interest in books for children.
The panel operates independently of CBI. Young readers
from around the country are invited to get involved with the
Shadowing Scheme and decide the Children’s Choice Award.
Shadowing the Awards
Established in 2005, the CBI Shadowing Scheme is a unique
programme for schools and libraries, designed to encourage
awareness and enjoyment of the CBI Book of the Year Awards.
Participating classes and book clubs make their own selection
of suitable titles from the books shortlisted for the awards in
March, using this activity pack to guide them in their reading.
At the end of this process each group is asked to collectively
vote for their favourite book. These shadowing groups alone
choose the Children’s Choice Award winner so every vote
counts! Look out for our Q&A with shortlisted authors and
illustrators on instagram (@kidsbooksirel) and check out our
YouTube channel (CBI-Children’s Books Ireland) for lots more,
including a video featuring some of 2016’s shadowing groups.

We have had a lot of fun compiling this year’s shadowing
activities and really hope you find them useful and enjoyable
too. As always, we love to hear from shadowing groups
nationwide, so why not find Children’s Books Ireland on
Facebook, Twitter or instagram and share images and news
from your group during the shadowing process?
Best of luck and happy shadowing!

Aoife Murray, CBI Programme and Events Manager

Children’s Books Ireland is grateful for the support of our partners
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Children’s Choice Winners
(formerly The Shadowing Awards)

2016: Sarah Crossan One
2015: Oliver Jeffers Once Upon an Alphabet
2014: Oliver Jeffers The Day the Crayons Quit
2013: Sheena Wilkinson Grounded
2012: Celine Kiernan Into the Grey
2011: Sheena Wilkinson Taking Flight
2010: Jane Mitchell Chalkline
the Shadowing Awards
2009: Roddy Doyle Her Mother’s Face
2008: Michael Scott The Alchemyst
2007: John Boyne The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
2006: Oisín McGann Under Fragile Stone
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Selecting and Sourcing Your Books
We have included a suggested reading age for each of the titles on the shortlist below. These are intended as a guideline only and
we still recommend that you use your own discretion when it comes to choosing which books to read with your group. There is no
onus on any group to read every book on the shortlist. Some books you may find unsuitable for the age of readers in your group. In
this case, simply choose those titles which you feel will engage your group members and suit their emotional maturity and reading
ability.

The CBI Book of the Year Awards Shortlist 2017

ANNA LIZA AND THE HAPPY PRACTICE
written by Eoin Colfer
suitable for 5–8
Barrington Stoke
ISBN 9781781125595 (PBK)

GOODNIGHT EVERYONE
Chris Haughton
suitable for 1+
Walker Books
ISBN 9781406352320 (HBK)

PLAIN JANE
Kim Hood
suitable for 12+
The O’Brien Press
ISBN 9781847177841 (PBK)

BILLY BUTTON, TELEGRAM BOY
illustrated by Sheena Dempsey
suitable for 5–8
Barrington Stoke
ISBN 9781781125328 (PBK)

HISTOROPEDIA
Fatti Burke and John Burke
suitable for 8+
Gill Books
ISBN 9780717171132 (HBK)

THE CALL
Peadar Ó Guilín
suitable for 14+
David Fickling Books
ISBN 9781910989203 (PBK)

BLIAIN NA nAMHRÁN
scríofa ag Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin
maisithe ag Jennifer Farley, Brian
Fitzgerald, Tarsila Krüse
agus Christina O’Donovan
oiriúnach do 3–7
Futa Fata
ISBN 9781910945216 (HBK)

NEEDLEWORK
Deirdre Sullivan
suitable for 15+
Little Island Books
ISBN 9781910411506 (PBK)

THE MINISTRY OF STRANGE,
UNUSUAL AND IMPOSSIBLE THINGS
Paul Gamble
suitable for 9+
Little Island Books
ISBN 9781910411544 (PBK)

ÓRÓ NA CIRCÍNÍ AGUS SCÉALTA EILE ÓN AFRAIC
athinste ag Gabriel Rosenstock maisithe ag Brian Fitzgerald
oiriúnach do 9+
An Gúm
ISBN 9781857919059 (PBK)
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Many groups may work in partnership with their local public
library service and borrow the shortlisted books. Alternatively
CBI is pleased to recommend International Education Services.
For further details call (01) 621 0310.

Favourite Book Presentations
Ask each young reader to present their favourite book to the
rest of the group. They must try to convince the others to give
their title a high score. Set strict time limits, no more than two
or three minutes each. These presentations can also be backed
up with additional materials made by the children, utilising
some of the questions and activities contained within this pack.

Important Dates
•
•
•

Monday 13 March: awards shortlist announced in
partnership with Belfast Children’s Festival; shadowing
begins
Friday 12 May: Shadowing vote deadline; ballots
returned to CBI
Tuesday 23 May: awards announcement and prizegiving ceremony in partnership with International
Literature Festival Dublin

Courtroom Drama
Establish a mini courtroom scenario with the group. Select
a jury and nominate someone to propose a book (highlight
the good points) and another member to oppose the book
(highlight the negative points). Repeat this for all the books
they have read and then ask the jury to vote on a final score for
each title.
Book Fair
Hold a mini book fair. Give each title a table in the room or a
display board, on which fans of each book can create a display
of their work. Then assign one or two nominated presenters
to each ‘stand’. Give the other group members time to visit
each stand, view the material and talk to the presenters. At the
close of the fair, ask everyone to come together and discuss the
merits of each book/stand before giving their scores.

Reaching a Final Decision and Submitting Your Vote
This year CBI is asking all participating groups to submit a
ballot sheet giving a score for every title they read. This very
closely echoes the way in which the adult judging panel decides
on the CBI Book of the Year Award shortlist and winners. Before
scoring, however, we recommend that you engage in at least
one of the following activities, as a way of making your group
think critically about their final decisions.

Making Your Final Nomination – Ballot Sheet
Having gone through the reading, deliberation and debating
process, the final step is to submit the ballot sheet overleaf on
behalf of the group as a whole. First draw a line through any of
the shortlisted books you DID NOT read. Then fill in a score out
of 100 for each of the remaining titles, this is the average score
of all members of your group who have read it. Finally, return
your completed form to CBI by Friday 12 May at the address
provided.

Reader Response Group Discussion
Before making their final judgement, it is important to give
all group members the opportunity to discuss and debate the
various books they have read. One technique that has proven
to be very effective in encouraging this kind of critical dialogue
in young people is often referred to as ‘Book Talk’.
First, ask your group to form a circle with their chairs – you
should sit in with them too. Begin by asking a simple, open
question, such as ‘What do you think?’, (e.g. ‘What do you
think the book is about?’). Going around the group from person
to person, each individual should be asked to respond to the
question with an opinion and give an example to back it up (e.g.
‘I think the book is really well written because’) or to something
that has been said already (e.g. ‘I agree with Jim because’, ‘I
don’t agree with Jim because’).

Further Information and Contact Details
We love hearing from all our shadowing groups. Why not send
us photos of your shadowers along with some of your book
reviews or simply share with us what is working for you and
your group? You can contact any of the CBI team using the
details below. We would be more than happy to answer any of
your questions in relation to the CBI Book of the Year Awards
and the Shadowing Scheme. Don’t forget to look out for our
Q&A with shortlisted authors and illustrators on Instagram
(@kidsbooksirel) and check out our YouTube channel (CBI
– Children’s Books Ireland) for lots more, including a video
featuring some of 2016’s shadowing groups.

It is very important that every participant is given the
opportunity to gather their thoughts before speaking – this
‘waiting time’ should be respected and the participant should
be encouraged to stop, think and choose their words carefully.
Other participants should not be allowed to jump in and
interject if someone is taking time to get their opinion across.
Using the framework ‘I think’, ‘I agree’, ‘I disagree’ should help
to structure their ideas more clearly.

Email:

aoife@childrensbooksireland.ie

Tel:

(01) 872 7475

Address: CBI Book of the Year Awards Shadowing Scheme,
Children’s Books Ireland,
First Floor,
17 North Great George’s Street,
Dublin 1

The discussion can continue around the circle until no one has
any more to contribute. Then a new issue can be introduced
(e.g. ‘What do you think about the main character?’) and
so on. When discussing picturebooks, this technique can be
particularly effective if you circulate copies of some of the
illustrations so the participants can refer two them whilst they
are speaking. NB: If an individual has not read the title they can
obviously ‘pass’ to the next person who has.
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2016
CBI Book of the Year Award Shadowing Scheme – Ballot Sheet
Please carefully complete the ballot sheet below and return to Children’s Books Ireland no later than Friday 12 May.
Note to Shadowing Group Leaders:
You should submit only one ballot sheet per group, with scores contributed only by those who have read the title in question. To
calculate your overall group score, first ask each reader to score each of the books they have read out of 100, then average these out
to get a final overall score for each title.
Note to Group Members:
•
Think carefully about all the books you have read and give each a score out of 100.
•

If you have not read a particular book for any reason please draw a line through the box and do not contribute a score.
This will ensure we are able to count up the scores fairly.

•

You may award books identical scores if necessary.

•

Exceptionally high or low scores should only be used when you deem a book to be of exceptionally high or low quality.

Title

Score (out of 100)

ANNA LIZA AND THE HAPPY PRACTICE
BILLY BUTTON, TELEGRAM BOY
BLIAIN NA nAMHRÁN
GOODNIGHT EVERYONE
HISTOROPEDIA – THE STORY OF IRELAND
FROM THEN UNTIL NOW
NEEDLEWORK
ÓRÓ NA CIRCÍNÍ AGUS SCÉALTA EILE ÓN
AFRAIC
PLAIN JANE
THE CALL
THE MINISTRY OF STRANGE, UNUSUAL AND
IMPOSSIBLE THINGS

School/ Library/ Bookshop: _________________________________________________
Group Leader Name: ______________________________________________
Number and age of young readers in the group: ________________________
Ballot forms can be returned by post to:
CBI Book of the Year Awards Shadowing Scheme, First Floor, 17 North Great George’s Street, Dublin 1.
You can also submit your score by emailing: aoife@childrensbooksireland.ie or by calling (01) 872 7475.
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GUIDELINES
Starting Out
AGE RANGE – best to keep it reasonably narrow in order to find
books to suit the reading abilities and interests of the whole
group. (pre-school, 7-9, 8-10, 10-12 for example)

Book selection:
There are lots of different methods to choose from. The
method you chose should reflect what will work best for your
group:

FREQUENCY AND LENGTH – monthly meetings allow for
plenty of time to read each book and gives the facilitator ample
time to prepare the discussion and activities for each session.
How long the book club runs, depends on interest and venue
availability. Bear in mind that a book will need to be chosen for
each meeting.

Prescriptive – Facilitator chooses all the books. This has the
advantage that titles can be obtained and sessions planned
well in advance of meetings. Sample discussion plans and
activities are often available online on publishers websites
for award winning or classic books. The disadvantage is that
participants have no input into the selection. Be wary of lists
that are a reflection of the facilitator’s interests rather than
the children’s. Several copies of each title are required which
may be problematic if there are availability issues or budgetary
constraints.

TIMING – will depend on what best suits your group (weekday
afternoon, Saturday morning, etc.) but, once a time is fixed,
stick with it month on month, e.g. 4pm on the last Friday of
every month.

Child-led – Each participant has a turn to choose a book for the
group to read. Some children may require guidance in choosing
a title. This approach has the advantage of giving participants
ownership of their club and readings will reflect the interests
of the children. As for the disadvantages, choices will require
monitoring to ensure suitability, choices need to be made in
advance to ensure there are enough copies available in time
for session and budget or title availability can be an issue when
trying to obtain multiple copies of each title.

DURATION – 40 mins - 1 hour. If having hour-long meetings,
it is a good idea to plan an activity as well as allowing time for
discussion.
NUMBER OF MEMBERS – between 8 and 12. It helps to have
even numbers if you’re planning activities for pairs or teams. If
the book club is very popular, you might need to start a waiting
list so you can replace any drop-outs.
LOCATION – reading groups can adapt to any environment.
Ideally, a private space with a table and chairs and space for
arts and crafts. Wi-Fi is useful but not essential. It is possible to
have fantastic reading group discussions sitting cross-legged on
the floor, but knowing your space in advance will give an idea
of what sort of activities you can plan for your group.

Popular vote – The facilitator chooses 2/3 titles for the group
to choose from. Majority determines selection.
The advantages are the facilitator can offer titles they feel are
‘worthy’ or suitable for the group to choose from and may
have read themselves previously, the facilitator can also offer
titles that are available in the quantity required, giving the
children input and a degree of choice over what they read. The
disadvantage is that this may require librarian to pre-emptively
reserve multiple copies of a range of title per month which
may have implications for title availability to borrowers/other
branches, somewhat limits the freedom of choice of the young
readers as the parameters are set by the facilitator.

HOW TO RECRUIT – advertise through your library, bookshop,
local schools, etc. Draw up simple posters and application
forms – seek information on any medical issues you should
be aware of, contact phone numbers for guardians and get
parental consent if you plan on taking any photos or video of
your sessions for blog posts, etc. You should make yourself
familiar with child-protection guidelines and check if you need
to arrange Garda vetting for any of the faclitators involved.

Thematic – Each session is based around a theme/genre (war,
animal stories, science fiction, mystery). Rather than everyone
reading the same book, lots of thematically related books are
read and discussed by the group.

BUDGET – assess the budget available for the project.
Keeping a reading journal is very important for the children’s
engagement with the club so this is essential. As well as this
other art materials like stickers, pencils, markers, scissors
and glue will be used to great effect over the course of the
meetings.

The advantage is that multiple copies are not required,
each child can choose their own book from a selection put
together by the facilitator and the chance to discover new
books recommended by peers during session, gives readers an
awareness of how theme relates to the story they’re reading.
The disadvantage is that each session not based on single text
so plans need to be broad and general and the facilitator is
unlikely to have read all books selected.

First meeting:
The first task is facilitating the children in getting to know
each other. Use icebreaker games to get the children on their
feet and engaged. It is important to make it clear that this isn’t
a school event. For example, break the group into pairs for
informal chat about their favourite books and authors and ask
them to exchange book recommendations.
Use this session to set expectations for the term of the book
club.
• Introduce the idea of keeping a reading journal.
• Introduce the first book/theme
– the facilitator chooses this title to start things off.
• Give the club a name, brainstorm this with the group.
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There might be a possibility of inviting authors and illustrators
to visit the group to talk about their books and answer the
children’s questions. Authors and illustrators can be contacted
in advance via Facebook, Twitter, their own websites or their
publishers and asked to get involved. If you have Wi-Fi access,
Skype chats and Twitter Q&As with authors and illustrators are
brilliant fun and give great insight into the creative process. You
can also ask the bookclub members to submit their questions in
advance, which you then relay via social media to the author or
illustrator taking part.

Session planning
Keep a notebook or some post-its handy while reading the
selected books and make a note of any points that might
generate discussion and ideas for group activities.
Rather than quizzing your group on the finer points of the text,
use the session to encourage your readers to respond critically
and creatively to what they’ve read.
Explore narrative by asking your group to consider whose
point of view the story is told from, what impact this has on
the story, and how the story might differ if it were told from
another character’s perspective. This is also a great jumping off
point for creative writing exercises

Notes
Encourage group members to keep a record of what they’re
reading in their reading journals. The journals can be used to
document their response to what they read in their own time
and this can be done through words, pictures, collage, etc.
Some readers might like to share their reading journals with the
group and others prefer to keep theirs private.

Ask your group to think about what genre the book they’ve
read might be classed as. Talk about the elements associated
with the genre in question and whether these are present in
the book they’ve read. Ask your group to think of other books
that could be considered to be of the same genre and explore
how book cover design conveys genre.
If the whole group has read the same book, explore the
development of specific characters by discussing the challenges
they face and how they are overcome. Examine the various
themes and issues raised by the book and how they relate to
the readers’ own lives.
If working with illustrated texts, explore the role the pictures
play in the telling of the story and in their own reading
experience.
Activity planning
The activities you plan will be contingent on the space and
budget you have to work with. How you divide your session in
terms of the ratio of discussion to activity time is entirely up
to you and may vary from session to session depending on the
amount of discussion a book generates or how long you expect
the activity to take.

•

Make a note of your group’s response to each book you
read – what did they like and not like and why?

•

Make a note of how each discussion and activity went –
what worked and what didn’t and why?

•

Help your group to make connections between the books
they read by referring to previous books that explore
similar themes, ideas, or are set during the same era, etc.

•

Bear in mind that some topics might be sensitive for some
bookclub members, for example bullying. Some books
may require advance warning or discusssion over phone or
email with parents and guardians.

Legacy
Ideally your bookclub will continue year on year, however,
occassionally it might be appropriate to have a Christmas or
summer party to mark the end of a year’s worth of meetings.
For example, the artistic work created by the bookclub
members could be displayed gallery-style in a suitable space,
with parents, guardians and family members invited to attend
the launch and refreshments available.

If you have the space and materials, arts and crafts sessions are
an excellent way to encourage readers to respond creatively
and artistically to a text. For example you could ask the
bookclub members to design an alternative cover for the book,
or design a poster to advertise the title.

Consider documenting the sessions via a blog, once you have
guardian’s permission for use of photographs. This will remain
as a legacy for the project as well as giving interested parties
an overview.

Writing alternative endings, letters to authors/illustrators, diary
entries for particular characters, creating maps of landscapes,
redesigning book covers, inventing new characters, creating a
storyboard or comic version of a favourite scene or chapter are
all examples of written and illustrative activities you could try
with your group.
Provide a selection of non-fiction or reference books from the
library collection and have a research session to find out more
about the time or place a book was set. Get into pairs and
assign each a particular topic to research before reporting their
findings back to the group.
Divide your group into teams or pairs and debate a topic raised
in the book or perform a dramatisation of a particular scene.
Assign a character to a member of your group and ask them
to sit in the ‘hotseat’. The rest of the group asks the character
questions about their thoughts and opinions on events or
other characters in the story. Take turns with different group
members playing different characters.
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Anna Liza and the Happy Practice
written by Eoin Colfer
suitable for 5–8
Barrington Stoke
ISBN 9781781125595
Summary
Anna Liza likes to help cheer up her mother’s patients with her
top seventeen knock-knock jokes and cheerful songs. But when
she meets Edward, she hits a brick wall. Edward’s dad is so sad
since his mum left, and he says his life isn’t going anywhere
any more. So Anna Liza comes up with a plan to get him on
the move again. If only she can manage to evade her mother’s
attention long enough …

About the Author
EOIN COLFER started writing in primary school with gripping
Viking stories inspired by what he was learning in class! After
school he became a teacher and then worked all over the
world. In 2001 he published the first book in the Artemis Fowl
series – now a bestselling series across the globe. He says, ‘I
will keep writing until people stop reading or I run out of ideas.
Hopefully neither of these will happen anytime soon.’ Eoin lives
in Ireland with his wife and two children. He was Laureate na
nÓg 2014–16.

Judges’ Comments
Anna Liza’s mother is a psychiatrist and Anna loves to help
cheer up the unhappy children of her mum’s patients. However,
her usual songs and favourite jokes don’t work with Edward
who’s sad because his dad is sad so Anna Liza devises an
unorthodox plan … This empathetic and optimistic first chapter
book has an irresistible appeal. Eoin Colfer’s deceptively simple
story sensitively explores mental-health issues while Matt
Robertson’s witty and humane illustrations perfectly interpret
and resonate with the text.
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Older Readers

Younger Readers
1.

What does Anna Liza’s mum do?

1.

What do you think is affecting Edward’s dad?

2.

What are your top three ‘cheerer upper’ songs?

2.

3.

How does the illustrator show that Edward is sad?

Edward sometimes gets up early to have some time to
himself before his dad wakes up. Why do you think he
does this?

4.

Why is Edward’s dad sad?

3.

5.

What would you do to try to help Edward and his dad
if you were Anna Liza?

Why do you think that Edward’s dad is still asleep
when Anna Liza pays a visit?

4.

Edward smiles when Anna Liza says she’ll help him by
cheering up his dad. Why is this?

Why is Edward’s dad’s condition so upsetting to
Edward?

5.

How is Anna Liza so effective at helping Edward and
his dad? Why did Edward’s dad feel a lot better after
his adventure roller skating?

6.

Do psychiatrists only help people who are sad?

7.

Why might adults feel like their life isn’t going
anywhere?

8.

Do you relate to any of the characters in this book?
How?

9.

What techniques did the illustrator use to show us the
moods in this book?

6.
7.

Why doesn’t Anna Liza’s mum like Anna Liza helping
out her patients?

8.

Anna Liza says she’ll send Edward a bill after she helps
his dad out. She accepts chocolate, crayons, secondhand books or fancy paper. What would you ask for?

Activities for Younger Readers
1.
2.

3.
4.

Draw a comic strip showing how you would help
Edward and his dad.
Make up your own patient chart with information
about your patient’s age, favourite foods, hobbies and
anything else you can think of. Your patient could be
your sibling, your friend or even your pet!

10. Do you think older people should read this book too?
Why?

Draw a picture of yourself as a psychiatrist. Would you
have pink shoes with dolphins on them, like Anna Liza?

Activities for Older Readers

In groups, talk about ways that you can help to cheer
up people who are feeling a bit sad.
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1.

Make up a booklet about mental health and mentalhealth services in your area.

2.

What are some things you can do to take care of your
own mental health? Make a list and illustrate it.

3.

In groups, choose a period from medical history and
come up with a presentation on that time – has
psychiatry always been seen as a good thing?

4.

Make a PowerPoint presentation outlining the
differences between psychiatrists, psychologists and
GPs, and how they can work together.
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Billy Button, Telegram Boy
illustrated by Sheena Dempsey
suitable for 5–8
Barrington Stoke
ISBN 9781781125328
Summary
Billy Button has always dreamed of being a telegram boy. He
loves their smart uniforms and shiny bicycles, but he’s too
young for the job. So when the regular telegram boy breaks his
arm and Mr and Mrs Button are in urgent need of a new boy,
Billy jumps at the chance to don the Royal Mail badge and ride
his very own bicycle. But will Billy be able to keep all the village
residents happy with his deliveries? He might have to work
some magic to make grumpy Mr Grundle smile …

About the Illustrator
SHEENA DEMPSEY is an Irish children’s author and illustrator
living in London. Selected clients include: Walker Books,
Barrington Stoke, Faber & Faber, Templar Publishing, The
Oxford Story Museum and Wrigley’s Chewing Gum. The
latest titles that she has illustrated are Dave Pigeon and its
sequel, Dave Pigeon (Nuggets). She is a proud member of
Illustrators Ireland.

Judges’ Comments
Set at a time before mobile phones and email, this enticing
historical chapter book chronicles the adventures of Billy
Button, a telegram boy who finds himself involved in more
than delivering messages when grumpy Mr Grundle receives
an unexpected message from an old sweetheart. Sheena
Dempsey’s delightfully nostalgic and whimsical illustrations,
accomplished enhancement of Sally Nicholls’s text and visual
interweaving of historical details skilfully conjure the time
period, creating a warm and beguiling narrative experience for
young readers.
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Questions
9.

Study page 41. What is Mr Grundle buying? Why?

Before you begin
10. Why didn’t Mr Grundle meet Alice at the bus stop?
1.

What do you notice about the frame around the
front-cover and back-cover illustrations? What does it
remind you of?

2.

Why is there a crown on the boy’s sleeve and on his
cap? How many crowns can you see on the back and
front covers and the fold-out flaps?

3.

What is a telegram?

4.

Look at the pictures on the covers and flaps. Do you
think the book is set in the past, in the future or about
now? Why?

11. Alice said no to Mr Grundle’s proposal of marriage
twice. What reasons did she give?
12. Look at page 80. What is happening here? How might
each person be feeling?
13. What is the name of the church where they were
married? Was Billy the best man?
14. Whose hat is in the endpapers?

5.

Does the book look like any other book you have seen?

6.

The flap on the front cover says, ‘Some rules are made
to be broken …’ Do you agree with this? When, if ever,
might it be right to break a rule?

7.

Look at the endpapers at the front and back of the
book. How many pages have the repeat pattern of a
hat, a bicycle and sweet jars?

15. Here is a list of broken rules:
• Gave money to a telegram boy
• Read other people’s telegrams
• Wrote a telegram pretending to be another
person
• Gave a job to a boy under fourteen years
Who did what? Were they wrong to break these rules?
					
		
Activities

8.

If there are fourteen hats (or parts of a hat) on each
page, how many hats are there on all of the endpapers.
Can you see a pattern in the endpapers? Are there
more hats than bicycles?

9.

Did the same person write and illustrate the book?

1.

The Royal Mail is the company that delivers the post
in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
There is a crown on its logo. An Post is the company
that delivers the post in Ireland. See if you can find out
what its logo is and draw it.

2.

Write a fifteen-word telegram to your imaginary aunt
in Australia telling her about some exciting event in
your life. Write in capital letters and use the word
STOP instead of full stops or commas. Don’t forget her
name and address.

3.

Bring a bike into the classroom (or go to the bicycle
park in the school grounds) and draw a picture of it as
accurately as you can. Look at the picture on page 12.

4.

Draw and colour a large picture of your favourite
character from the story. Try to copy Sheena
Dempsey’s style. Did she use a paintbrush or pencils?

5.

Get a sheet of A4 paper and fold it in halves, then
quarters, then eighths and finally sixteenths (four
folds) Press in each fold as you go so that you have
clear fold lines when you open the sheet back up.
Open up the sheet. Using a ruler, draw pencil lines
on the fold lines, forming a grid with sixteen equal
rectangles. Design alternative endpapers for the book
using a repeat pattern – draw exactly the same thing
in each of the sixteen squares. You might get ideas
from the detail in the illustrations in the book e.g. an
apple, a rose, a crown, the tile design on the shop floor,
a tea pot, a cake from the shop, Lucy’s front door etc.

6.

Research the currency of the time, pounds, shillings
and pence – see www.askaboutireland.ie/learningzone/primary-students/5th-+-6th-class/history/
looking-at-schools-raheny/teachers-notes/money/

10. The book is dedicated to ‘Tara, brightest of all buttons’.
What does this mean?
11. How many chapters are there in this book?
After you have read
1.

Look at the picture on page 2. What can you see in the
picture that is not listed on page 3?

2.

Look at page 5. What would you find in a modern post
office?

3.

Explain exactly how a telegram is sent. How do people
send urgent messages nowadays?

4.

Look at page 19. What is the name of the book that
Billy put in his pouch?

5.

Why didn’t Billy get a proper telegraph boy’s uniform?

6.

Both Mrs Owen and Lucy were pleased with their
telegrams. How did they thank Billy?

7.

Why didn’t the vicar thank Billy for his telegram?

8.

Who said, ‘You ought to beat that boy!’ The story
is set in England nearly a hundred years ago. Might
children have been beaten then? Was Billy beaten?
11
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Tuairiscí an Mholtóra/Judges’ Comments
Tugann an bailiúchan galánta amhrán seo i nGaeilge cuireadh
do dhaoine, idir óg agus aosta, ceiliúradh a dhéanamh ar
na séasúir agus ar an dúlra. Is eagrán maisithe é seo de na
hamhráin agus tá léaráidí áille sa chnuasach seo a thugann
eispéireas céadfach dúinn. Tá dlúthdhiosca ar fáil in éineacht
leis an eagrán maisithe./This sumptuous illustrated collection
of songs in Irish invites young and old audiences to celebrate
the seasons and the natural world. Accompanied by a CD and
beautifully illustrated by a team of accomplished illustrators,
this multimedia collection offers a special aesthetic experience.
Faoin Údar/About the Author

Bliain na nAmhrán
Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin
Maisithe ag Jennifer Farley, Brian Fitzgerald, Tarsila Krüse agus
Christina O’Donovan
Futa Fata
ISBN 9781910945216
Age 3-7
Achoimre/Summary
Spreagtha ag na ceithre séasúir sonraíonn an teideal seo idir na
sean amhráin agus rainn is ansa agus amhráin nua-chumtha ag
Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin. Rinneadh taifead ar Bliain na nAmhrán
i gConamara agus tugann sé príomhpháirt do dhaltaí ó Scoil
Sailearna, Indreabhán, Co na Gaillimhe. Ag canadh chomh maith,
tá Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin agus an t-amhránaí cáiliúil sean nós,
Caitlín Ní Nualláin, a bhuaigh Corn Uí Riada 2016.
Tugann ceathrar ealaíontóir éagsúil léargas uathúil ar gach
ceann de na ceithre séasúir. Preabann Christina O’Donabhan
muid isteach san Earrach lena palette pastal úr, tógann Brian
Fitzgerald muid trí laethanta geala an tSamhraidh. Cuireann
Tarsila Krüse laethanta úrbhriosca an Fhomhair in iúl go cluthar
dúinn sula chlúdaíonn Jennifer Farley go deas teolaí sinn do
laethanta fada an Gheimhridh.
Inspired by the four seasons, this title features both old
favourite songs and rhymes plus newly written songs by Tadhg
Mac Dhonnagáin. Bliain na nAmhrán was recorded in Connemara
and features local school children from Scoil Sailearna, Inverin,
Co. Galway. Also on vocals are Tadhg Mac Dhonnagáin and
renowned sean nós singer and Corn Uí Riada 2016 winner,
Caitlín Ní Chualáin.

Tá TADHG MAC DHONNAGÁIN ar thús cadhnaíochta cheol
do pháistí i nGaeilge le breis is fiche bliain. I measc na dteideal
ceoil agus rann is mó díol roimhe seo tá Gugalaí Gug, a tugadh
an Irish Gold Disc dó i 2011 agus Peigín Leitir Móir, bailiúchán
amhrán traidisiúnta a bhfuil an móréileamh céanna air./TADHG
MAC DHONNAGÁIN has been at the forefront of children’s
music in Irish for over twenty years. Previous best-selling music
and rhyme titles include the best-selling Gugalaí Gug, awarded
an Irish Gold Disc in 2011 and Peigín Leitir Móir, the equally
popular collection of traditional songs.
Faoin na Maisitheoirí/About the Illustrators
Tá JENNIFER FARLEY, maisitheoir agus dearthóir, ina cónaí
in Éirinn. Maisíonn sí leabhair do pháistí, léarscáileanna,
feidhmchláir, graificí do láithreáin ghréasáin agus ócáidí
poiblíochta. Tá a cuid oibre gealdaite le leid reitreo lár na haoise
agus daba d’uigeacht sheanpháipéir.
JENNIFER FARLEY is an illustrator and designer living in Ireland.
She illustrates children’s books, maps, apps, graphics for
websites and promotional events. Her work is brightly coloured
with a hint of mid-century retro and a dab of old paper texture.
Maisitheoir is ea BRIAN FITZPATRICK atá lonnnaithe i mBaile
Átha Cliath agus is céimí é de chuid an Choláiste Náisiúnta
Ealaíne agus Deartha. Baineann sé feidhm as léaráidí troma
uigeacha agus comhdhéanaimh láidre graifeacha chun a chuid
smaointe a shainiú agus cur in iúl.
BRIAN FITZPATRICK is a Dublin based illustrator and a graduate
of the National College of Art and Design. He uses bold textured
illustrations and strong graphic compositions to define and
communicate.
Tá TARSILLA KRÜSE ó São Paulo, Brazil, ó dhúchas. Maisitheoir
is ea Tarsila Krüse atá lonnaithre in Éirinn, Tá a cuid oibre dírithe
ar character agus léirítear tionchar chaidrimh laethúil agus rian
aerach agus croíúíl inti.
TARSILLA KRÜSE is originally from São Paulo, Brazil, Tarsila Krüse
is an Irish-based illustrator whose work is character-focused
and influenced by everyday relationships with a whimsical and
heartwarming touch.
Is maisitheoir agus déantóir leabhar pictiúr CHRISTINA O
DONOVAN agus tá sí lonnaithe i mBaile Átha Cliath.
CHRISTINA O DONOVAN is a freelance illustrator, and
picturebook maker based in Dublin, Ireland.

Each of the four seasons is uniquely captured by four different
artists. Christina O’Donovan bounces us into Spring with her
fresh pastel palette, Brian Fitzgerald takes us through the
bright days of Summer. Crisp fresh days of Autumn are warmly
conveyed by Tarsila Krüse before Jennifer Farley wraps us up
nice and cosy for the long days of Winter.
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Féach ar an chlúdach/Look at the book’s cover

Gorm Gorm Gorm

1.

An bhfuil an clúdach deas?/Is the cover nice?

•

2.

Cé tá ann? An bhfuil siad sásta? An bhfuil na ceithre
shéasúr ar an chlúdach?/Who is there? Are they
happy? Are the four seasons on the cover?

Léigh an leabhar/Read the book

Ceol na Cuaiche

Smaoining ar gach amhrán tar éis é a chloisteáil / léamh /
Think about each song after hearing/reading it

•

Leathanaigh 1-11/Pages 1-11 ‘An tEarrach’
Síolta Beaga
•

An bhfuil tú abalta rudaí a fhásann i rith an Earraigh as
síolta beaga gach bliain a ainmniú?/Can you name things
that grow out of small seeds during Spring every year?

Cá Cá Cá
•

•

An bhfuil ceol binn ag préacháin? Cén fáth, dar leat,
go bhfuil nó nach bhfuil ceol binn acu? An bhfuil ceol
níos binne ag éan eile?/Do crows have a sweet song?
Why, in your opinion, do they have or have not a sweet
song? Does another bird have a sweeter song?

•

Cad iad na téamaí san amhrán seo? (Grá, clann, etc.)/
What are the themes in this song? (Love, family, etc.)

Cad a tharla san amhrán seo? An bhfaca tú uain ag
rince trí na páirceanna i rith an earraigh roimhe?
An raibh spraoi acu? An bhfaca tú ainmhithe eile ag
rince i rith an earraigh?/What happens in this song?
Have you seen lambs dancing through the fields
during spring before? Did they have fun? Have you
seen any other animals dancing during spring?

•

An bhfuil ocras ort nuair a léann tú an t-amhrán
seo? An gceapann tú go bhfuil péisteanna blasta (le
citseap b’fhéidir)? Cad é an béile is fearr leatsa a
ithe?/Are you hungry when you read this song? Do
you think worms are tasty (with ketchup perhaps)?
What is the meal you like to eat most?

Válsa Fómhair

An bhfuil an t-amhrán seo dóchasach, brónach nó
áthasach? Cén fáth dar leat? An bhfuil íomhánna deas
le fáil i bhfocail an amhráin? Cad iad na híomhánna
deas?/Is the song hopeful, sorrowful or joyful? In your
opinion, why? Are the nice images to be found in the
words of the song? What are the nice images?

•

Leathanaigh 12-23/Pages 12-23 ‘An Samhradh’
Fáinleog mé
•

An bhfuil móran ar eolas agat faoi fáinleoga? Cá as a
thagann siad? Cén fáth go bhfuil siad in Éirinn gach
samhradh. An mbíonn turas fada acu? Cad iad na
radharcanna a bhíonn acu nuair a bhíonn siad ag eitilt dar
leat?/Do you know much about swallows? Where do they
come from? Why are they in Ireland every summer? Do
they have a long journey? What are the views they have
when they are flying do you think?

An bhfuil an t-amhrán seo áthasach? An bhfuil an bheach
gnóthach? Cén fáth? An dtaitníonn mil leat? Cad a
chuireann daoine mil ar nuair a bhíonn siad ag ithe?/Is this
song joyful? Is the bee busy? Why? Do you like honey?
What do people put honey on when they are eating?

Leathanaigh 24-35/Pages 24-35 ‘An Fómhar’

Slán Leis an Earrach
•

An bhfuil an béar seo sásta a bheith amuigh faoin ghrian
i rith ‘An Samhradh’? Cén fáth? Bíonn páistí ag ithe
uachtar reoite ag an zú. An dtaitníonn uachtar reoite leat
nuair a bhíonn sé te (nó am ar bith eile)? Cén sórt blas
uachtar reoite is fearr leatsa? Nuair a bhíonn daoine ag
zúnna cén sórt ainmhithe a bhíonn ann? Cén sórt béar
atá i gceist san amhrán seo?/Is this bear happy to be
out in the sun during ‘An Samhradh’? Why? Children
eat ice cream at the zoo. Do you like ice cream when
it is hot (or any other time)? What flavour ice cream
do you prefer? When people are at zoos, what type of
animals are there? What type of bear is in this song?

Is Mise an Bheach

Péisteogaí
•

An bhfuil turas fada ag an chuach gach bliain? Cá as a
thagann siad dar leat? Cad a tharlaíonn nuair a bhíonn
siad anseo i rith ‘An Samhradh’? Ar chuala tú ‘cuc-cú’
roimhe nuair a bhí tú amuigh faoin tuath? An gceapann
tú go go bhfuil sí cliste mar níl sí abálta a nead féin a
dhéanamh? Cén fáth?/Does the cuckoo have a long
journey every year? Where do they come from do you
think? What happens when they are here during ‘An
Samhradh’? Have you heard ‘cuc-cú’ before when you
have been in the countryside? Do you think she is smart
because she isn’t able to make her own nest? Why?

An Béar Bán Brónach

Rince Rince Rince
•

An dtéann tú chuig an trá gach samhradh? Cad iad
na rudaí is fearr leat a dhéanamh nuair a bhíonn
tú ann? An itheann tú rud ar bith deas ann chomh
maith?/Do you go to the beach every Summer?
What are the things you like to do when you are
there? Do you eat anything nice there as well?
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An bhfuil tú abálta a bheith ag válsa? Cad iad na dathanna
is láidre san amhrán ‘Válsa Fómhair’? Tá páistí ag bailiú
sméara dubha. An bhfuil siad abálta rudaí a chruthú as na
sméara dubha blasta? Cén sórt rudaí? Cén fáth go bhfuil
brat duilleog ar an talamh? Cad a dhéanann na hioraí i
rith ‘An Fómhar’?/Can you waltz? What are the strongest
colours in the song ‘Válsa Fómhair’? Children are gathering
blackberries. Are they able to create things from the tasty
blackberries? What sort of things? Why is there a blanket
of leaves on the ground? What do squirrels do during ‘An
Fómhar’?
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Nollaig Shona

Ní Maith Liom an Scoil!
•

An bhfuil an t-amhrán seo greannmhar? Cén fáth? An
bhfuil aon véarsa níos greannmhaire ná véarsaí eile? Cé
acu agus cén fáth? An bhfuil tú cosúil leis an múinteoir
san amhrán seo ar maidin nó cosúil leis na páistí?/
Is this a funny song? Why? Is any verse funnier than
other verses? Which one and why? Are you like the
teacher in this song in the morning or the children?

•

An Afraic Ar Feadh Seal
•

Imíonn an tAm

Táimid ar ais leis na fáinleoga; cad atá siad ag déanamh
san amhrán seo? Cén fáth? Cad atá críochnaithe anois
san amhrán? An mbeidh turas fada acu arís? Cá bhfuil siad
ag dul? An mbeidh siad ar ais arís?/We are back to the
swallows, what are they doing in this song? Why? What
is finished in the song now? Will they have a long journey
again? Where are they going? Will they be back again?

•

Tomás An tIora Rua
•

An bhfuil sé in am luí don iora rua Tomás? Cá fhad a
bheidh sé ina chodladh dar leat? An bhfuil sé compordach?
An bhfuil fadhb aige? Cad a dhéannan tú nuair a bhíonn
fadhbanna agat ag dul a chodladh?/Is it bedtime for the red
squirrel Tomás? How long will he be asleep do you think? Is
he comfortable? Does he have a problem? What do you do
when you have problems sleeping?

Leathanaigh 36-47/Pages 36- 47 ‘An Geimhreadh’
Ag Siúl
•

An bhfuil tú abálta an fuacht a mhothú nuair a léann
tú an t-amhrán seo? An bhfuil éadaí teo agat mar an
duine san t-amhrán don gheimreadh?/Can you feel
the cold when you read this song? Have you warm
clothes for the winter like the person in this song?

An bhfuil a fhios agat cé acu de na hainmhithe a
chodhlaíonn i rith an Gheimridh? An bhfuil siad compordach
dar leat? Ar mhaith leatsa a bheith i do chodhladh ar
feadh an gheimridh ar fad?/Do you know which animals
hibernate during winter? Are they comfy do you think?
Would you like to hibernate for the whole of winter?

Sneachta
•

Tá ceist ag an gcailín óg do a Daid. An mbíonn ceisteanna
agat go minic cosúil leis an cailín óg? Cén sórt ceisteanna
a bhíonn agat? An gcuireann tú na ceisteanna ar do
thuismitheoirí mar sin? An raibh freagra a hathar san
amhrán seo go maith? Cén fáth?/The young girl has a
question for her dad. Do you often have questions like
the young girl? What kind of questions do you have?
Do you ask your parents questions like that? Does
her father have a good answer in this song? Why?

Foriomlán/Overall
An féidir leat cosúlachtaí nó difríochtaí idir stíl na maisitheoirí a
thabhairt faoi deara? An raibh siad oiriúnach do gach amhrán?
Cad é do thuairim faoi na dathanna? An gceapann tú go bhfuil
siad maith mar mhaisitheoirí?/Can you note and differences or
similarities between each illustrators style? Were they suitable
for each song? What did you think of the colours? Do you think
they good illustrators?
Ar mhaith leat rud a tharraingt mar mhaisitheoir anois? Más
ea, bain úsáid as amhrán as an leabhair nó smaoinigh ar rudaí
a tharlaíonn i rith na ceithre séasúr./Would you like to draw
something like an illustrator now? If you like, use a song from
the book or think about things that happen during each season.

Ná Dúisigí
•

Cén fáth go raibh Mamaí fia ag rá go raibh sé in am luí
d’Oisín? Cé atá ag teacht? Ar mhaith le Oisín a bheith
ag eitilt mar na réinfhia eile ag Dadaí na Nollag? Nuair a
bhíonn tú ag dul a chodladh ar Oíche Nollag an mbíonn
sceitimíní ortsa?/Why was Mammy deer saying it was
time to go to bed to Oisín? Who is coming? Would Oisín
like to be flying like Santa Claus’s other reindeer? When
you are going to sleep on Christmas Eve are you excited?

An bhfuil rud ar bith eile ‘chomh fuar le huachtar reoite’?
An maith leat sneachta a fheiceáil amuigh ar maidin? Cad
a dhéanann tú nuair a bhíonn sé ag cur sneachta?/Is there
anything else ‘chomh fuar le huachtar reoite’? Do you like
to see snow outside in the morning? What do you do when
it snows?

Tá gach amhrán ar an CD leis an leabhar seo freisin. Ar éist tú
leis na hamhráin? Cad a cheapann tú futhu? Cad é an t-amhrán
is fear leatsa? Cén fáth? Ar mhaith leat iad a chanadh anois? Ar
mhaith leat d’amhrán féin a chumadh anois, mar a rinne Tadhg
Mac Dhonnagáin?/Each song is on the CD that is with the book
too. Did you listen to the songs? What did you think of them?
What is the song you prefer? Why? Would you like to sing one
now? Would you like to create your very own song like Tadhg
Mac Dhonnagáin now?
Cad a cheapann tú faoin leabhar go hiomlán? An raibh na
léaráidí go maith? An raibh sé go hiontach a bheith abálta na
hamhráin a léamh sa leabhar agus iad a chloisteáil ar an CD ag
an am céanna? An bhfuil tú abálta an leabhar agus an CD seo a
úsáid mar fhoinsí inspioráide chun amhráin agus léaráidí faoi na
ceithre shéasúr a chumadh freisin?/What did you think of the
whole book? Were the illustrations good? Was it good to be able
to read the songs in the book and to hear them on the CD at
the same time? Are you able to use the book and CD as sources
of inspiration to create your own songs and illustrations on the
four seasons?
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Goodnight Everyone
Chris Haughton
suitable for 1+
Walker Books
ISBN 9781406352320

About the Author–Illustrator
CHRIS HAUGHTON’s previous picturebooks include A Bit Lost,
Oh No, George! and Shh! We Have a Plan, each of which has
earned him nominations and wins at the CBI Awards. He grew
up in Dublin, loving books with pictures and diagrams as a child.
When he grew older, he moved to Hong Kong and worked as a
teacher with small children. A lot of the time the children didn’t
understand his English, so he drew on the blackboard or used
picturebooks to help them. Chris now lives in London.

Summary
The sun is going down and all the animals of the forest are
sleepy – but one. Little Bear is still wide awake and ready to
play. On a mission to avoid bedtime, the lively bear visits a
variety of woodland families in the hope of finding a playmate.
However, everyone is simply too tired. From the small to the
large, the creatures begin to yawn and close their eyes. It isn’t
long before Little Bear starts to stretch and yawn too …
Judges’ Comments
The sun is setting, everyone in the forest is getting sleepy
but one little bear is trying to stay awake … Chris Haughton’s
vibrant illustrations combine perfectly with the deceptively
simple narrative in this mesmerising bedtime tale. Chronicling
a series of animal yawns, the colour palette gradually darkens
as the world of the forest is painted in sunset. Haughton’s use
of cut-outs is particularly effective and the star maps in the
endpapers add a mystic dimension to this captivating story.
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Questions
Before you begin:
1.

Look at the title and illustration on the front cover.
What do you think this book is about?

2.

Does the title and/or cover make you want to read the
book? Why or why not?

3.

Look at the illustrations of the bears on the front and
back covers. What do you think the relationship is
between them? How do you think the bears feel in
these illustrations?

3.

Why do you think the illustrator used this colour
scheme?

4.

Do you think the illustrator does a good job of giving
personality to the characters or of showing us how
they are feeling? How does he try to achieve this?

5.

Why do you think the author included the series of cut
pages which increased in size?

6.

How do you think the artist created the pictures?

7.

How do you feel about the repetitions in the plot and
in the text? Why do you think the author chose to tell
the story in this way? Are there any other types of
repetition in the picturebook?

8.

Look at the endpapers. How do they relate to the
story? Do you think they were a good choice?

9.

Have a look at some other picturebooks by Chris
Haughton. What similarities and differences do you
notice?

When you have read the book:
1.

Look back at your answers to the earlier questions.
Were you right?

2.

Did you enjoy the story? Why or why not?

3.

What was your favourite picture or spread (two facing
pages) from the book? Describe it.

4.

Did you like the series of cut pages which increased in
size?

10. What age group do you think this book is intended for
and why?

5.

Did you like the font?

11. Do you think older readers can enjoy picturebooks too?

6.

Do you think the cover illustration was strong? Would
you have picked something else?

7.

Do you like the colours used in the pictures?

12. Did you enjoy looking at the pictures alongside the
text? If you were to take away the words from the
page, would you still be able to understand what was
happening in the story?

8.

How do the pictures make you feel?

9.

Do you think this picturebook is best read at any
particular time of day?

Activities

10. Who was your favourite character and why?

•

Write a short review of the book.

•

List your top five favourite animals. Create a series of
drawings in which these animals are arranged in order
of size. You can draw them all on one big sheet or you
can create a small booklet of turning pages to match
Chris Haughton’s series.

•

Write a diary entry from the point of view of Little
Bear, describing your dream day of play and adventure.
Draw some pictures to accompany it.

•

Is there a special person you look after or a special
person that looks after you? Draw a picture of the pair
of you together. Write about the ways in which you
care for each other and list your favourite things about
this person.

11. How many characters were in the book?
12. Are any animals shown in the illustrations but not
mentioned in the text? If so, how many?
13. How much time do you think has passed between the
beginning and end of the story? How can you tell?
14. Do you think this is the first time that Little Bear has
behaved like this? Do you think Little Bear will behave
like this again after the final pages?
Questions for Older Readers
1.

What words would you use to describe the characters
in this book?

2.

Could you relate to any of the characters? Have you
ever encountered similar behaviour from a family
member, pet or otherwise?
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Activities for Older Readers

Useful Internet Links

•

In Goodnight Everyone, what kind of technique did the
illustrator use to create the pictures? Can you create your
own picture using this method?

The making of Goodnight Everyone (blog post):
http://blog.chrishaughton.com/the-making-of-goodnighteveryone/

•

Goodnight Everyone experiments a lot with scale. Find out
the size of human beings in relation to some of the smallest
things in the universe (e.g. quarks, atoms, bacteria, animal
cells, grains of sand, ants) and/or some of the biggest things
in the universe (the biggest animal, building, mountain,
country, planet, star, galaxy or even the universe itself).
Size can be measured as length, width, height, diameter,
perimeter, area, volume or mass.

Book Trailer:
https://vimeo.com/177257113

•

Create a comic strip in which you explore scale. You could
compare the size of various objects, such as a human being,
a flower, an ant, a tree, a ship or a mountain. You could also
play with perspective here. For example, how might a shoe
appear to an ant? Or how might a tree appear to a person
at the top of a mountain?

•

Research the solar system which is depicted on the
endpapers. Create a poster of the solar system, depicting
the planets realistically in terms of scale, colour, etc. Add
any astronomical objects which have been left out, such as
dwarf planets, moons and asteroids. You could even extend
your exploration beyond Neptune and include some nearby
objects. Make sure to label everything.

•

Choose one of the planets depicted on the endpapers and
research it in more detail. Create a poster of your findings.
You should focus on important facts but you could also
include some illustrations or even photographs.

•

Imagine the story of Goodnight Everyone if it was set on
another planet. What would the landscape be like? What
colours would the sky be? What sort of creatures might the
story be about? Write and/or illustrate this story.

•

The endpapers feature famous constellations, most
of which have been named after myths. Choose one
constellation and find out more about its myth. You can
even choose the constellation myths which inspired this
picturebook – Ursa Major and Ursa Minor. If you choose
a different constellation, you can try writing and/or
illustrating your own story inspired by its mythological
figure. For example, Orion is a hunter, Hydra is a multiheaded monster and Pegasus is an immortal winged horse.

•

Organise a class debate on the following topic: ‘Children
should be allowed to decide their own bedtimes.’
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Tate Kids – Interview with Chris Haughton (video):
https://vimeo.com/177450574
About the Illustrator:
www.walker.co.uk/contributors/Chris-Haughton-8964.aspx
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Historopedia
Fatti Burke and John Burke
suitable for 8+
Gill Books
ISBN 9780717171132
About the Author
JOHN BURKE is a retired primary-school teacher and was
Teaching Principal of Passage East National School from 1980
to 2009. He has always been interested in environmental
studies, local history and exploring Ireland. He is currently
Chairperson of Waterford Teachers’ Education Centre and
Secretary of Barony of Gaultier Historical Society. His first book,
Irelandopedia, won two awards at the CBI Book of the Year
Awards in 2016 as well as the Tubridy Show Listeners’ Choice
Award at the Irish Book Awards 2015. John lives in Waterford
and he is also Fatti’s father.

Summary
Historopedia takes you on a time-travelling journey through
Ireland’s history. So buckle up your seatbelt and get ready to
travel by timeline from prehistory and early settlement all
the way to the present day. Explore major eras and crucial
events, meet key historical figures and observe daily life and
customs through the ages. Discover the Irish contribution to
literature, art, technology and so much more. Whatever your
interests, you’re bound to find something to fascinate you in
this compendium covering over 10,000 years of Ireland. With
detailed facts and colourful illustrations, this is certainly one for
sharing!

About the Illustrator
KATHI ‘FATTI’ BURKE is an illustrator with a passion for all
things Irish. With a combined love of mapmaking and travel,
she likes nothing more than drawing the places around her.
She graduated from NCAD in 2012 and has been working
as an illustrator ever since, creating commercial, editorial
and commissioned pieces. She has been voted one of
2014’s ‘Women to Watch’, featured in 2015 as a ‘Rising
Female Star’ by the Irish Independent and described as an
‘Illustrator Extraordinaire’ by Image magazine. Originally
from Co. Waterford, Kathi now lives and works in Dublin city.
Historopedia is the second book she has worked on with her
father, following their bestselling Irelandopedia.

Judges’ Comments
Time travellers of all ages will be engrossed and delighted
by this absorbing chronicle of Ireland’s history and mythic
past across the eras to the present day. This talented father
and daughter team have established a perfect partnership of
research, text and visual storytelling, where the innovative
design deepens and skilfully visually interprets the rich and
accessible range of historical knowledge. Readers young and
old will enjoy exploring this creative and gorgeously executed
narrative experience.
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Questions
Before you begin:
Look at the front cover. What do you think this book is about?

Present the timeline in the form of a poster. You can incorporate
illustrations or photographs.

Is there anything in the book you would like to learn more
about?

Class timeline projects
You could work together on a single giant timeline (e.g. local
area or school), each contributing at specific points.
OR
You could work separately on individual timelines (e.g. ancestors
or birth year), and then combine all of the timelines to form a
giant collage.

Which time period would you most like to live in? Why?

Research

What was your favourite picture or spread (two facing
pages) from the book? Why? Describe the picture or spread.

1.

When you have read the book:
What fact(s) surprised you the most?

2.
Do you think the cover illustration was strong? Would you
have picked something else?
Questions for older readers
1. What do you think of the font used? How do you think it
was created?
2.

How do you think the illustrator created the pictures?
What materials, if any, did she use?

3.

Do you think the book is inviting to all ages?

4.

What are your hopes and fears for the future of Ireland?

Activities
• Write a short review of the book.
•

Think about your own personal history or timeline,
focusing on the most important moments in your
life. Create a poster and include illustrations or
photographs.

•

Think about a historical place you have visited or
object you have seen. Describe what it was like. Draw
a picture of it or find some photographs you took of it.
Tell your friends or classmates about your experience.

•

Design your own future invention. List the benefits
it would bring to society. Create an advertisement
(poster, radio, television, etc.) and pitch the invention
to your family, friends or classmates.

Activities for Older Readers
Game
Guess the period, event or person
Use facts or photocopied images from the book as clues. You
can do this activity in pairs, teams, or as a class.
Create your own timelines
Carry out research in order to produce your own timelines.
Individual timeline projects
• A timeline of your local area
• A timeline of your school
• A timeline of your ancestors (i.e. a family tree)
• A timeline of your immediate family history
• A timeline of your birth year
• A revised version of the timeline at the opening of the
book, ‘What do one hundred years look like?’
• Choose events you consider more significant or more
interesting.
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•
•
3.

•
•

•

Research a period of history, event, person or cultural
practice in more detail.
Reconsider the spreads
Are any important details left out?
Would you add any information to a particular spread?
Why?
Create your own revised version of this spread.
Create more detailed accounts
Write a detailed biographical account of a key figure.
Alternatively, you could present your findings on a
poster.
OR
Write a more detailed historical account of a key
period, event or cultural practice/object. Alternatively,
you could present your findings on a poster.

Stories and imaginings
Write a story based on one of the periods, events or people
included in the book. Here are some suggestions:
• A diary entry from the perspective of a past person (an
ordinary individual or a famous figure)
• A character travels back in time to one of the periods
named, either from the present day or another time
period
• An alternate history in which one or more key events
occur differently, leading to other present outcomes,
e.g. what if the Irish chieftains were not defeated by
the British army during the Nine Years’ War?
You will likely have to do some extra research in order to write a
really convincing story.
Imagine what Ireland’s future might be like. You may choose
any point in the future – 10 years, 100 years, 1,000 years and
so on. Try to make predictions about future events (e.g. political,
social, environmental) or future discoveries and developments
(e.g. scientific, technological). Envision what Irish culture and
society might be like by considering the themes explored in
Historopedia, e.g. architecture, entertainment, inventions,
clothing, food, transport.
• Simply list and/or draw your predictions.
OR
• Write a story in which such a future unfolds, i.e. the
protagonist lives in the future or the protagonist
travels to the future.
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Needlework
Deirdre Sullivan
suitable for 15+
Little Island Books
ISBN 9781910411506
About the Author
DEIRDRE SULLIVAN is a writer from Galway now living
in Dublin and working as a teacher. She has established a
reputation for herself as a leading Irish YA author with her
trilogy on the teenage years of Primrose Leary, which has been
widely acclaimed (Ireland’s much-respected YA critic Robert
Dunbar said it ‘sparkles with authenticity’); two of the Prim
books were shortlisted for the CBI Awards; and the final one,
Primperfect, was also shortlisted for the European Prize for
Literature – the only YA novel to be nominated for this award
from any European country.

Summary
‘I would like to make things beautiful, but a tawdry and
repulsive kind of beauty. A braver sort than people have from
birth. Sexy zombies on a bicep. That sort of thing.’
Ces longs to be a tattoo artist and embroider skin with
beautiful images. But for now she’s just trying to reach
adulthood without falling apart.
Powerful, poetic and disturbing, Needlework is a girl’s
meditation on her efforts to maintain her bodily and spiritual
integrity in the face of abuse, violation and neglect.

Judges’ Comments
Needlework by Deirdre Sullivan is a poetic and eloquent
exploration of violation, abuse and neglect, testifying to the
transformative power of art. Starkly genuine and sincere,
Sullivan’s powerful use of the metaphor of tattooing invites
reflection about identity, difference, self-protection and
self-invention. This searing yet delicate representation of
adolescent experience will resonate deeply with teenagers and
is a story that needs to be told and needs to be read.
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The questions below highlight some important things to look
out for as you progress through the book. Try to make notes and
record your changing responses to the story, as this will be useful
when you come to tackle the questions and activities featured on
the following pages.

13. What do you think about Ces’s relationship with
Tom? What does she get from it – why does she need
him? Are Ces’s relationships with the people in her
life (and the people who aren’t in her life anymore)
important in trying to understand her as a character?

Before you begin the book:

14. What kind of character is Laura? Think of words
you might use to define her, and ask yourself what
those words mean in relation to her life – words
like mother, wife, sister, woman, victim, child, adult,
survivor.

Look at the front cover. What do you see? Is it important that
Ces’s face is left blank and featureless on both the front and
back covers? What do you think of the colours used? What
might they signify?

15. What do you think of the book’s ending? Is there a
sense of closure to Ces’s story? Is there a feeling of
hope at the conclusion?

General Questions
1.

Needlework is aimed at an older teen audience, ages
fifteen and over. Do you think this is accurate? Why?

A Pretty Stain You Choose to Keep Inside You

2.

What do you think of the book’s preface?

•

3.

Tattooing is an extended metaphor that runs
throughout Ces’s story. What do you think it stands
for? Do you think it has multiple meanings in the
text?

Is routine important to Ces? Is it one of her coping
mechanisms?

•

What are your initial impressions of Ces? What kind
of girl do you think she is?

•

Why is the story of Athena significant?

4.

5.

6.

7.

Needlework is a first-person narrative. That means
that the central character’s voice has to be believable.
What do you think about Ces’s voice? How does she
tell her story? Can you relate to her?

A Bruising Little Etch
•

Is drawing a form of expression for Ces? A form of
empowerment?

What do you think of the book’s title? It’s a play on
words, referring to both tattooing and sewing. Does it
work as a title? Does it suit the story that Ces tells?

•

What sense do you get of Ces’s self-image?

•

Do you think the book should have been illustrated?
Or is it better that you can imagine the tattoos Ces
talks about? Is it important that the only picture of
a tattoo is the picture of the heart at the very end of
the book?

Do you think the story of the publican and his wife is
important? Is it part of a theme that runs throughout
the story?

•

Ces mentions her father’s violence for the first time
in this chapter. How does the author handle this
moment? Is it sensitively done, or is it meant to
shock the reader?

Think about the author’s use of italics in the story.
What effect does that have on the way you read?

The Kind of Hurt You Pay For

8.

The book is predominantly written in the present
tense – why do you think the author made this
choice? How does it affect your reading experience?

•

During this chapter Ces elaborates on the cultural
significance of tattoos. Do you think this imagery
functions as a kind of a language in the text?

9.

There are a lot of little stories within Ces’s larger
story, like the story of the red road. Are these stories
important? Do you think there’s a connection
between the way Ces thinks about tattooing and the
little stories that emerge throughout the text?

•

How would you describe the kind of language Ces
uses to talk about the violence of her childhood?

A Picture that You Love and Made You Bleed

10. All the chapter or section titles are definitions or
descriptions of tattoos. Which do you think is the
most accurate? Why do you think there are so many
definitions or descriptions of the one word? Do you
think it reflects what tattoos might mean to different
people?
11. If you chose to have a tattoo, what would it be?
Why? Would it have to be meaningful to you before
you’d commit to it?
12. Consider the colour red and its dominance
throughout the text. What does it stand for within
Ces’s story?
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•

Ces talks about herself in terms of being a victim in
this chapter. Do you think she fulfils the traditional
role of the victim in her story? Talk about what being
a victim might mean, how a victim might be expected
to act.

•

Consider Ces’s relationship with her mother. Who is
the functioning adult in their house?

•

Ces mentions a long list of powerful women from
folklore and mythology in this chapter. What do these
women mean to her? What do they mean to you?
What kind of women do you think are powerful in
today’s society? Do you consider yourself to be one
of them?
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•

The biblical story of Lilith connects femininity with
the demonic, with the monstrous. Do you think the
author is making a comment on the way women are
treated in society today?

A Hidden Patch of Skin
•

Think about the concept of catharsis and what
it means. Is that what Ces experiences when she
finally gets the opportunity to tell her uncle and her
grandmother what really happened?

A Choice You Made and Now You Have to Live With
•

Consider the nature of secrecy in Ces’s story. How
does it function in her family, particularly in relation
to the way her grandmother behaves towards her and
her mother?

A Capsule of Your Younger Adult Self
•

In this final chapter Ces thinks of tattoos for the
people in her life. Do you think her choices are
accurate? Does this bring a sense of closure to her
story?

•

At the close of the novel, Ces hints at the idea that
tattoos are not always permanent. What do you think
this means?

Indelible Identifying Mark
•

•

This chapter engages particularly with the ways in
which Ces tries to cope with what has happened to
her. Do you think telling someone close to her who
is outside of her family circle would help? What
happened when she revealed something of what
happened to her to her friend Anna?

Activities

The significance of Ces’s name comes to the fore
here. She used to be known as Fran, and it’s revealed
that her mother wanted to call her Catherine. Why
is it significant that she has the same name as her
father?

1.

Design a tattoo for a) yourself, b) a friend, c)
a complete stranger. Explain why each one is
meaningful.

2.

Have a group discussion about the support systems
available to survivors of abuse in this country.
Explore how accessible these systems are and their
effectiveness.

3.

Contemplate these words in relation to Ces’s story,
and explore what they mean to you:

•

Friendship

•

Relationships

•

Family

•

Truth

•

Support

•

Betrayal

•

Childhood

•

Adulthood

•

Shame

•

Blame

Something that You’ll Probably Regret
•

This is one of the shortest chapters in the book, and
it unfolds almost like an imaginary dialogue between
Ces and her father, based on her memories. What
picture of her father and their relationship does this
create? Do you think it functions as a turning point
within the story?

A Cool Way to Be Hurt
•

•

•

When Tom breaks up with her, Ces starts to consider
the meaning of their relationship and what having sex
with him meant to her. What does it mean to her? Is
it a form of release? Empowerment? Does it help her
cope with the abuse she suffered or do you think she
entered into the relationship because of the abuse?
Ces self-harms in this chapter. Is this moment dealt
with sensitively by the author? Talk about her feelings
around this moment. Why does she think there is
nothing else she can do to help her deal with what
has happened?
Do you think that Ces’s ambitions to be a tattoo
artist are a sign that she can come through the
trauma of her childhood, that she thinks of the future
and a time when she can come to terms with what
has happened?

A Story on Your Skin that Helps You Live
•

This chapter features a visceral fight between Ces and
her mother. Consider what her mother says about
the ‘little tricks’ Ces might have played in the past
in relation to her father. Do you think her mother
really means what she says? Or is she struggling to
cope with the reality of the situation she was living
through?
22
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Óró na Circíní agus Scéalta Eile ón Afraic
Athinste ag Gabriel Rosenstock
Maisithe ag Brian Fitzgerald
An Gúm
ISBN 9781857919059
Oiriúnach do 9-11
Achoimre/Summary

Faoin Údar/About the Author

Athinsint ar scéalta béaloidis ón Afraic curtha in oiriúint do
léitheoirí na Gaeilge ag Gabriel Rosenstock. Tugann an cnuasach
seo de ceathair déag scéal ó thíortha éagsúla sa mhórchríoch
sin léargas dúinn ar thraidisiún saibhir na hAfraice. Bainfidh
idir óg agus aosta taitneamh as an leabhar spéisiúil seo. “Ní
shuíonn ubh ar chearc.” Sampla den ghaois, den ghreann agus
den ghontacht a gheobhaidh tú sa chnuasach seo./Over a
dozen stories from the oral tradition of several African countries
retold by Gabriel Rosenstock. A collection that draws from the
deep well of cultural traditions and customs of the continent. A
delightful addition to any child’s book collection.

Is údar nó aistritheoir breis agus 160 leabhar GABRIEL
ROSENSTOCK, lena n-áirítear trí cinn déag chnuasach filíochta
agus imleabhar haiku sa Ghaeilge agus sa Bhéarla, chomh maith
le iliomad leabhar do pháistí./GABRIEL ROSENSTOCK is the
author/translator of over 160 books, including thirteen volumes
of poetry and a volume of haiku in Irish and in English, as well as
numerous books for children.
Faoin Maisitheoir/ About the Illustrator

Tuairiscí an Mholtóra/Judges’ Comments
Is cnuasach béaloidis é seo de scéalta ón Afraic a bhfuil blas
traidisúnta agus blas comhaimseartha le brath iontu. Tá
comhthéacsanna cultúrtha mar chroílár na scéalta. Athinsíonn
Gabriel Rosenstock na scéalta seo go híogair agus maisíonn
Brian Fitzgerald iad go hallabhrach. Is scéalta iad seo atá
an-oiriúnach don léitheoireacht neamhspleách nó don
léitheoireacht os ard./This collection of retellings of oral African
stories juxtaposes the traditional and the contemporary while
honouring the tales’ cultural contexts. The stories are sensitively
retold by Gabriel Rosenstock and evocatively illustrated by
Brian Fitzgerald. They are perfect for reading aloud and for
independent readers.
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Maisitheoir is ea BRIAN FITZGERALD atá lonnaithe i mBaile
Átha Cliath agus is céimí é de chuid an Choláiste Náisiúnta
Ealaíne agus Deartha. Baineann sé feidhm as léaráidí troma
uigeacha agus comhdhéanaimh láidre graifeacha chun a chuid
smaointe a shainiú agus cur in iúl./BRIAN Fitzgerald is a
Dublin-based illustrator and a graduate of the National College
of Art and Design. He uses bold, textured illustrations and strong
graphic compositions to define and communicate his ideas.
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Leathanaigh 16-19/Pages 16-19 ‘Teitheann Mulunge suas
chun na bhFlaitheas’

Féach ar chlúdach an leabhair/Look at the book’s cover
•

An bhfuil an clúdach deas?/Is the cover nice?

•

Cad atá ann? An dtaitníonn an stíl leat?/What is there?
Do you like the style?

•

Léigh an leabhar/Read the book
Leathanaigh 1-3/Pages 1-3 ‘Óró na Circíní’
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An raibh imní ort
nuair a d”imigh an chearc? Nuair a tháinig sí ar ais le
seacht sicín cad a cheap tú? An raibh Olu cruthaitheach
nuair a chum sé an t-amhrán dóibh? An bhfuil tú abálta
amhrán a chruthú dóibh freisin? Ag deireadh an scéil
seo an raibh brón nó áthas air? Cén fáth?/What did
you think of the story? Were you worried when the hen
went away? When she came back with seven chickens
what did you think? Was Olu creative when he made
the song for them? Are you able to create a song for
them too? At the end of the story was it sorrowful or
joyful? Why?

Leathanaigh 20-23/Pages 20-23 ‘An Chreach á Roinnt’
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? Cén fáth go raibh
fonn ar Mhadra dul chuig an Duine? Cén fáth gur cheap
Seacál go raibh an Duine an-dainséarach, dar leat?
Nuair a bhí an Duine agus Madra ag caint le chéile
cad a tharla ansin? Ag deireadh an scéil seo an bhfuil
uaigneas le fáil? Cén fáth? An raibh éinne sásta leis an
margadh a bhí acu?/What do you think of this story?
Why was Madra interested in going to an Duine? Why
did Seacál think that an Duine was very dangerous do
you think? When an Duine and Madra were talking
together what happened then? At the end of the story
was there loneliness to be found? Why? Was there
anyone happy with the deal they had?

•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An bhfuil na
moncaithe sa scéal seo cliste? Cén fáth dar leat go
bhfuil siad nó nach bhfuil siad cliste? An raibh na héisc
i dtrioblóid faoi mar a cheap na moncaithe?/What do
you think of this story? Are the monkeys in this story
smart? Why do you think they are or are not clever?
Were the fish in trouble like the monkeys thought?

•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An bhfuil aon
chomhchosúlacht idir Crogall agus duine éigín á
ghrianadh féin ar an trá i rith an tsamhraidh? Dá
mbeadh uachtar cosanta gréine aige an gceapann tú
go mbeadh a chraiceann mar a bhí sé ag tús an scéal?
An raibh Crogall sotalach?/What do you think of this
story? Is there any similarity between Crogall and
someone sunbathing on the beach during summer? If
he had sun tan lotion do you think his skin would be as
it was at the start of the story? Was Crogall arrogant?

Leathanaigh 34-39/Pages 34-39 “Cuairt ar an mBanríon
Mulongo”

Leathanaigh 12-15/Pages 11-15 ‘Theastaigh ón Dobhareach a
bheith ina Iasc’
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? Cad a rinne an
ollphéist Shing”weng”we ag tús an scéil? An raibh
éinne fágtha tar éis an tragóid sin? An gceapann tú go
bhfuil an scéal seo gaisciúil?/What do you think of this
story? What did the serpent Shing’weng’we do at the
start of the story? Was there anyone left after that
tragedy? Do you think this story is heroic?

Leathanaigh 30- 33/Pages 30- 33 ‘Craiceann an Chrogaill’

Leathanaigh 8-11/Pages 8-11 ‘Na Moncaithe agus na nÉisc’
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An bhfuil an scéal
seo greannmhar dar leat? Cén fáth? /What do you
think of this story? Is this story funny do you think?
Why?

Leathanaigh 24-29/Pages 24-29 ‘Masala Kulangwa agus an
Ollphéist Shing ”weng” we’

Leathanaigh 4-7/Pages 4-7 ‘Deartháireacha’
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? Nuair a bhí
Caimileon ag dul go dtí bruach na habhann chun bia
a fháil, cad a bhí ann? Cad a tharla nuair a lig sé na
daoine amach as an ngaiste tar éis bheith ag caint le
Mulunge? Cé a bhí i mbaol roimh deireadh an scéil?
Cén fáth? Cé a bhí ag éalú ag deireadh an scéil?/What
did you think of this story? When Caimileon was going
to a riverbank to get food, what was there? What
happened when he let the people out of the trap after
talking to Mulunge? Who was in danger before the end
of the story? Why? Who was escaping at the end of
the story?

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An bhfuil an
dobhareach sa scéal seo greannmhar? Cén fáth? Cén
fáth go raibh sé ag éirí níos raimhre dar leat? An raibh
sé míchompordach? Cén fáth? Nuair a chonaic sé na
héisc san linn mhór cén sórt mothúcháin a bhí aige? An
raibh an dobhareach sásta ag deireadh an scéil?/What
did you think of this story? Is the hippo in this this
story funny? Why? Why was he getting fatter do you
think? Was he uncomfortable? Why? When he saw the
fish in the big pool what kind of feelings did he have?
Was the hippo happy at the end of the story?
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•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An bhfuil trua agat
don Rí Kitamba agus a thrioblóid? Cad é an post atá
ag kimbanda? Cad é an misean a bhí ag kimbanda
san scéal seo? An raibh comhrá deas ag an Bhanríon
Mulongo agus kimbanda? An raibh deireadh áthasach
ag an scéal seo? Cén fáth?/What do you think of
this story? Do you have pity for Rí Kitamba and his
loss? What job has kimbanda? What was kimbanda”s
mission in this story? Did An Bhanríon Mulongo and
kimbanda have a nice conversation? Was there a joyful
end to this story? Why?
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Seanfhocal/Proverbs

Leathanaigh 40-43/Pages 40-43 “Cosa Tanaí”
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An raibh Anansi
santach agus beagánín leisciúil? Cén fáth dar leat? Cad
a cheapann tú faoin plean a bhí aige?/What do you
think of this story? Was Anansi greedy and a little lazy?
Why in your opinion? What do you think of the plan he
had?

An fear atá ar an talamh ní thitfidh sé

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An raibh Nathair
amaideach nuair a rinne sí neamhiontas de Mhaintis?
Cén fáth go raibh turas deacair ag Nathair? An raibh
smaoineamh maith ag an ghealach chun cabhair a
thabhairt do Nathair? An bhfuil sé níos fearr go bhfuil
sí ag sleamhnú anois ar a bolg nuair a bhíonn sí ag
gluaiseacht ar an ngaineamh anois? Cén fáth?/What
do you think about this story? Was Nathair silly to
have ignored Maintis? Why was Nathair having a
difficult journey? Did the moon have a good idea to
help Nathair? Is it better that she slides on her tummy
when she moves on the sand now? Why?

An té a bhfuil buinneach air ní gá a rá leis cá bhfuil an doras
Bíonn cluasa ar an bhforaois
Níor theip ar eilifint riamh a cuid starrfhiacla féin a iompar.
As an ubh a thagann an chearc agus as an gcearc a thagann an
ubh
Is cuma do shorn a bheith gránna fad is a ligeann sí anáil tríthi
Bláth i ngairdín í an bhean, fál ina thimpeall é an fear
An té a itheann leis féin caillfear leis féin é

Leathanaigh 48-51/Pages 48-51 “An Plean a bhí ag Coileach”
•

Ná dean gáire faoin nathair toisc go siúlann sí ar a bolg

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? Cad iad na
mothúcháin a bhí ag Cearc ag tús an scéil? An raibh
plean maith ag Coileach? Cén fáth? Cén sórt scéal é an
scéal seo?/What do you think of this story? What are
the feelings that Cearc had at the start of this story?
Did Coileach have a good plan? Why? What sort of
story is this?

Ní shuíonn ubh ar chearc
Bíonn scéal an lae amárach ar eolas ag Dia inniu
Seanfhocal: Gortaítear an fear nuair a throideann na heilifintí
Léaráidí/Illustrations

Leathanaigh 52-55/Pages 52-55 “Toirtís agus Babún”
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? Ar imir tú cleas
ar dhuine éigin eile riamh? An raibh an bob a bhuailt
Babún ar Thoirtís cruálach? An raibh an cheart agToirtís
bob a bhualadh ar ais ar Bhabún dar leat? An raibh
sí cliste?/What do you think of this story? Have you
played a trick on someone else? Was the trick played
on Toirtís by Babún cruel? Was Toirtís right to play a
trick back on Babún do you think? Was she clever?

Leathanaigh 56-59/Pages 56-59 “An Réalt-Iníon Nyachero”
•

Mí mharódh easna bhriste amháin an eilifint
Luíonn ba lena chéile mar go bhfuil aithne acu ar a chéile

Leathanaigh 44-47/Pages 44-47 “Nathair agus an Triomach
Mór”
•

Cad a cheapann tú faoi gach ceann de na seanfhocail seo? Ar
chuala tú aon cheann cheana? Cad a chiallaíonn siad i ndáiríre,
dar leat? /What do you think of each of these proverbs? Have
you heard any before? What do you think they actually mean?

Cad a cheapann tú faoin scéal seo? An ndearna tú
gúi ar réalt riamh, mar a rinne an rí san scéal seo? An
raibh Nyachero agus an rí sona sásta dar leat? Nuair
a bhí Nyachero agus na gardaí ag tabhairt cuairt ar a
tuismitheoirí, cad iad na botúin a rinne an triúr gharda?
Cad a tharla do na gardaí tar éis an scéíl dar leat?/
What do you think of this story? Have you wished on
a star like the king on this story? Were Nyachero and
the king content do you think? When Nyachero and
the guards were visiting her parents, what were the
mistakes that the three guards made? What happened
to the guards after the story do you think?
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Tá an leabhar seo maisithe ag Brian Fitzgerald. Cad a cheapann
tú faoi na léaráidí tríd an leabhar seo? An bhfuil siad oiriúnach
don leabhar agus do na scéalta? Cad é an léaráid is fearr leatsa?
An bhfuil tú abálta léaráid oiriúnach a tharraingt don scéal is
fearr leat anois?/This book is illustrated by Brian Fitzgerald.
What do you think of the illustrations throughout this book?
Are they suitable for the book and the stories? What is your
favourite illustration? Are you able to draw something suitable
for the story you prefer now?
Na Scéalta/Stories
Cad a cheapann tú faoi na scéalta go hiomlán sa leabhar seo?
Cad é an scéal is fearr leatsa? Cén fáth?/What do you think
about all the stories in this book? What is the story you prefer?
Why?
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Plain Jane
Kim Hood
suitable for 12+
The O’Brien Press
ISBN 9781847178541
Summary

About the Author

At nearly sixteen, Jane has lived in the shadow of her little
sister Emma’s cancer diagnosis for over three years. Not that
she was ever in the limelight; it is her sister who is the talented
one, a dancer who at ten had been outgrowing her small town
teachers’ skills. Jane had never resented her sister’s talent;
without any interests herself, it had always kept the pressure
off her. Now, though, with her parents struggling to cope
financially and emotionally, Jane’s life in her rural mining village
seems to be a never-ending monotony of skipping school, long
bus rides to the hospital and hanging out with a boyfriend she
doesn’t even know why she is going out with. Nobody really
cares that her life is stuck in neutral; she is finding it difficult
to care herself … Ultimately, Jane begins to understand the real
parts of her life that are good; her sister Emma’s chances of
recovery begin to improve; and the two sisters try to rebuild the
relationship they shared before the illness took over.

KIM HOOD grew up in British Columbia, Canada. After earning
degrees in psychology, history and education, she wandered
through a few countries before making the west coast of Ireland
home. Her eclectic work experience in education, therapy and
community services has presented endless opportunity to
observe a world of interesting characters. She has always had
a passion for trying to understand life from the perspective of
those on the fringes of society.

Judges’ Comments
Jane’s little sister Emma has cancer and for the last three years
has occupied all their parents’ attention. Jane loves and worries
about her little sister but still can’t help resenting her parents
for not noticing the impact that Emma’s illness is having on
her. Kim Hood’s novel sensitively and movingly explores what
it is like to struggle with a mental illness, the push and pull of
family dynamics, the turbulence of young adulthood and the
difficulties of seeing someone you love suffer.
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9.

Before you begin the book
•

Look at the cover of the book – the silhouette with
title and subtitle enclosed. Does it attract your
attention? Does it suggest anything to you regarding
what the book is about?

•

Would the title – Plain Jane – entice you or put you off
reading the book?

•

The typeface of the title is unusual – does it remind
you of anything?

10. Several times during this early part of the book, Jane
compares how their family operated before Emma’s
cancer diagnosis with how they are after the diagnosis.
What are the main changes, and how are they affecting
Jane?
11. The descriptions of Emma’s illness and her punishing
treatment regime are quite graphic. Did you find this
upsetting to read? Was it necessary in order to tell the
story?

•

Read the blurb on the back cover. It is short and to
the point. Does it make you more or less interested in
reading this book?

•

Taking all the above into account – cover, title design,
blurb – what age group would you estimate the book is
aimed at?

This book is divided into five sections, and each section is given
a title, beginning with ‘Grave Morendo’, translated as ‘very slow,
dying’. Any of you who study Italian will recognise the language,
and any of you who study music may recognise that Grave
Morendo and the other section headings are musical terms. You
will notice also that some pages, and all chapter headings, are
decorated with musical notation.
First section: Grave Morendo = Very slow, dying
1.

2.

Opening sentences are important – what does the
opening sentence of Plain Jane tell us about the story
and the characters, Jane and Dell?
Dell is described as being ‘good at sport’ and
‘established as cool’, yet Jane says he also lacks
confidence – is there any reason given why this might
be so?

14. Jane complains that, when Emma was diagnosed with
cancer, ‘nobody told me – everyone knew, except me’.
Why might this happen, and how does it make Jane
feel?

17. Jane refers to her increasing alienation from her former
friends – how does she describe their conversations?
18. While visiting the Granola Cafe in Kendal, Jane bumps
into a new guy, Farley. Is the character of Farley going
to be significant in the book? How does the author
signal this?

4.

Jane imagines what herself and Dell would be like at
age forty – is this usual for a fifteen-year-old? Have
you ever tried to project yourself twenty-five years
into the future?

5.

Jane’s encounter with Dell’s dad, Alan, does not go well.
What do you think about the way Alan speaks to his
son, Dell? And also to Jane? Does this description make
you uncomfortable? Why?

8.

13. What is your opinion of Eva Hartigan, the school
counsellor, based on what Jane tells us about her? Why
did the counsellor suddenly disappear?

16. Jane begins to skip classes at school – why might she
do this?

Dell has already ‘quit school’ – why was this not
unusual for boys in the small town of Verwood? And
was there any reason why Dell in particular might
leave school early?

7.

12. Jane and Emma’s grandad has recently died. How is he
introduced into the story? What is Jane’s opinion of
her grandad?

15. Next, we meet Jane’s loyal friend Tracey and two
other classmates, Brenda and Ashling. What is the
relationship like between all four girls?

3.

6.

Jane describes herself as ‘a class-skipping, pot-smoking,
hang out in my boyfriend’s basement playing games
kind of 15 year old’. Do you think this is a full and
accurate description of Jane? Why? Why not?

19. Jane has an upsetting experience in the convenience
store when she overhears a customer say (of Emma)
‘perhaps she didn’t make it, poor thing’. This allows
Jane to explain how she feels about Emma. How have
her feelings changed since ‘the diagnosis’?

How is the character of Emma, Jane’s sister, introduced
into the story?

20. Jane doodles a lot. Do you doodle? Is there a difference
between doodling and drawing?
21. Jane refers to Emma and her mom as ‘speaking
Cancereeze’. What does she mean?
22. Jane describes Emma, because of her illness, as being
stuck as ‘a perpetual child’. How does Jane describe
herself?

Some of the townspeople view Emma as a ‘Living
Angel’ – why does Jane think this is sometimes
hypocritical?
Verwood has a population of only 423 people – why
does Jane think that the situation with Emma might be
different if they lived in a large city? Do you agree?
27

23. We meet Dr Jonathan Ballerini – an approachable
doctor with a holistic approach to medicine. What does
Dr Jonathan put on Emma’s rash to make it better?
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24. Jane’s mom spends most nights at the hospital with
Emma. For once, Jane wanted her to come home and
spend time with her. Was Jane being selfish? Jane’s
disappointment prompts her to say something mean
to Emma. What do you feel about Jane at this point?

Second section: Vivace Gioioso = Lively and fast, joyfully
38. This section of the book opens with falling snow.
Authors often use weather to convey mood – what is
the author telling us with this snowfall? How does it
affect Jane?

25. Jane thinks about emulating Victorian women who
‘withdrew’ from life when there was no possibility of
their lives changing. Why? Is Jane hitting rock bottom
here?

39. Following Farley’s suggestion, what does Jane buy with
her birthday money?
40. Jane feels more hopeful this week – more energised.
She is even magnanimous when Mom apologises for
her missed birthday, and we witness the first positive
exchange between Jane and her mother. What is
different? The weather? Farley? Something else?

26. From the bus, Jane and her friends see the remnants
of Tent City, a summer ‘hippy’ camp trying to save
the grizzly bears. The topic polarises opinion between
Jane, Tracey, Brenda and Ashling. What stance does
Jane take? Why? What other attitudes and opinions
separate Jane and her friends?

41. Emma has a heart-to-heart with Jane – the first proper
teenage sister-to-sister talk they have had. ‘I can’t
believe they fucking forgot!’ says Emma about Jane’s
birthday. Why is the swearing significant here?

27. The description of Jane’s days gets repetitive and
Jane appears to be leading a very passive life, mostly
observing others. How is this conveyed?

42. The meeting with Farley’s ‘new’ grandparents reminds
Jane again of the difficult relationship she had with her
own grandfather. ‘You know how it is, when you love
someone even though you don’t like them?’ Does this
describe the complicated relationship well?

28. Jane’s friends make her birthday special with cupcakes
on the bus and even a suggested trip into town with
Tracey. Why doesn’t Jane go into town with Tracey?
29. What other birthday presents does Jane get, and what
do they say about the people and their relationship
with Jane – e.g. Tracey, Dell, Emma, Farley, her parents?

43. Jane asks Farley if it really was his dad’s fault that his
mom died. ‘Maybe,’ he says. Given the details, do you
think it was his dad’s fault? Or something else?

30. Jane skips class again – and wonders if fate has sent
Farley to the Red River bus. What do you think? Is
the interaction between Farley and Jane on the bus
believable? Is it romantic?

44. Farley suggests they use the car to visit Red River and
meet Emma. This makes Jane very angry – why? How
does Farley respond?
45. Jane wants to hear Farley play violin – and he plays
her a note-perfect classical piece. Jane realises that he
doesn’t ‘feel it’ and asks Farley to play what he really
loves – what does he play? How does Jane react to
this? Is this an important point in their relationship? In
the story?

31. Jane tells Farley she is getting tired of ‘cryptic talk’
and asks him to properly introduce himself. What does
Farley tell Jane?
32. What does Farley think of Jane’s doodles? What advice
does he give her to improve her skill?

Third Section: Presto Patetico = Very, very fast; with great
emotion

33. Back at the hospital, Jane notices that Emma is ‘proper
glaring’ at Mom. Do we find out why? What does Jane
notice about her mom?

46. What does Jane have to say about time? Do you notice
a relationship between Jane’s perception of time and
the section headings in the book?

34. Emma has a dramatic nosebleed – and Jane feels again
that she is being left out regarding Emma’s illness.
This results in a rant – ‘I hate this place’ etc. Does Jane
regret the rant? Is Jane’s behaviour appropriate? Is it
understandable?

47. Jane opts out of meeting Dell as arranged on Friday.
How does she spend the weekend instead?
48. Jane often talks about some incident or person ‘ruining’
a happy time or thought. Why is her happiness so
fragile? Is it because she feels guilty for feeling happy?
Or is she avoiding confrontation? Or both?

35. Dr Jonathan is the one to explain Emma’s situation
to Jane: not good, but no panic – it’s a reaction to the
drugs. What is Jane’s reaction to this?
36. Dell texts ‘Happy Birthday’ messages to Jane and
invites her over. What are Jane’s mixed feelings about
this? What does she do? What does Jane find when she
arrives at Dell’s house? Is she pleased?
37. We discover that Jane and Dell started going out
together while Emma was in a period of remission.
Is this significant? How has Emma’s cancer journey
shaped Jane’s own journey through life?
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49. Jane and Tracey have a fight. Jane reports that she sees
images/photos changing in her head, even when she
doesn’t want them to. What could this mean?
50. Why does Jane perceive Dell’s messages of concern as
him ‘hassling’ her? When Farley notices, Jane explodes
with a tirade against small-town Verwood and smalltown Dell. But Jane is not mad at Dell. Jane is not mad
at Farley. Who, or what, is Jane mad at?
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51. How have Jane’s sleeping, eating and drinking patterns
changed? Is this contributing to her feeling out of
control? Jane says she is ‘trying to grab thoughts and
make them stay’.

64. Even Farley tells Jane ‘you are not making sense’. She
fears this means she will lose him too. In the car again,
Jane kisses Farley, but he pushes her away. Why do you
think he did this?

52. What secret about her grandfather does Jane reveal to
Farley on the bus ride. Why might Farley have thought
that Jane had just now witnessed her grandfather’s
death?

65. The next morning, Jane creates a scene with her friends
on the school bus, and the driver asks them to leave.
What does Jane do? Where does she go?
Section Four: Prestissimo Saltando A Tempo = As fast as
possible, to jump, to dance

53. ‘If you tell yourself a story enough times, you make it
true. That’s what happened,’ says Jane. What became
the ‘true story’ of her grandfather’s death? But the
pictures in Jane’s head told a different story.

66. Jane seems to be hallucinating in the snow – she is
dancing – floating – the light is beautiful – the white
softness is the warmest blanket … Who rescues Jane
from the snowstorm?

54. Jane outlines to us how Emma’s cancer diagnosis has
unfolded, bit by relentless bit. Jane compares it to war
– how? Who does she describe as ‘casualties of war’?

67. Back at the hospital – it is Jane’s turn to be the patient.
What do the doctors think is wrong with Jane?

55. During the doctors’ rounds, Jane overhears the
words ‘limb salvage’, ‘tertiary sarcoma’ and ‘impaired
fertility’. Again, Jane reacts with a rant – this time
at the doctors. As Jane’s rant becomes increasingly
inappropriate, at what point might we lose sympathy
for her? What eventually makes Jane stop?

68. Jane cries and sleeps. She is given pills and throws
them away. Everything is poison. Eventually she starts
to take the medicine. What happens?
69. Jane describes the next six weeks as ‘the most horrible
of my life’. As Jane recovers, she begins to realise what
she has done and said – whom she has hurt, including
herself. What helps Jane begin to recover?

56. Jane ignores Dell again and spends hours and hours
obsessively writing down every aspect of Emma’s
cancer treatment from the beginning. Jane also leaps
about, cleaning the house ‘like Annie and all of her
orphan side-kicks’. What is going on?

Section Five: Moderato Tranquilla Mente = Moderately, calmly

57. Jane finally decides it is time to visit Dell. What
changes does she find when she gets there?

70. There is no fairytale ending to this story – Emma
has had her leg amputated, and Jane is on life-long
medication for bipolar disorder. Does the ending seem
positive to you? Why?

58. At Dell’s, more memories of the day her grandfather
died come flooding back. Why does the visit to Dell
trigger these memories? Why is Jane so angry at how
Dell acted?

71. As the family reconnect, Jane realises that it will be her
and her mom that will take the longest to reconnect.
Why?
72. Some of what Jane reported to us as real wasn’t
actually real, or at least was exaggerated. Can you
tell, at this stage, which parts of the story are real and
which were confused and contorted by Jane’s overactive mind?

59. The images crowd Jane’s brain and time continues to
feel ‘speeded up’ so much that she cannot sleep. What
does she do instead?
60. Emma, no longer the ‘Angel Child’ but a maturing
young woman, has called for a family meeting in the
hospital the following morning. What does Jane do
when she gets there? What does Emma want to say to
Jane?

73. Dr Jonathan is encouraging to Jane. What advice does
he give her?
74. Tracey comes to see Jane and they hang out in Jane’s
room. What changes have been made? What does Jane
say to Tracey about Dell?

61. Jane sets off by herself to try to calm down, walking
in one direction. Farley comes in Kaitlyn’s car to pick
Jane up. As Jane goes over the day’s events, it becomes
clearer that she is very confused. Which parts of the
day do you think are real? And which are not?

75. Farley comes to visit Jane. He takes her for a drive
to a favourite place he has found. What does Farley
admit to Jane? Do you think the honest way they
speak to each other will help them maintain a good
relationship?

62. Farley drives Jane back home to Verwood, where she
brings him to the local café. What happens there? Who
comes in the door of the café? How does Jane react?

76. Then … beside the magical frozen waterfall … they kiss.
THE END. Was this the ending you hoped for? Would
you change it?

63. Jane appears to be getting increasingly paranoid
about her research and about the medical and
pharmaceutical establishment ‘destroying the
evidence’. How likely is this?
29
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Creative Writing Suggestions

Questions
•

Every narrator is, to a greater or lesser degree,
unreliable: discuss. How reliable is Jane as a narrator?
Why? How? Have you read other books that have
an unreliable narrator? What are the merits and/or
difficulties of using an unreliable narrator?

•

The author of this book, Kim Hood, is Canadian, living
in Ireland. The book, Plain Jane, is set in a small town in
Canada. The setting and people are similar to a small
town in Ireland, but there are some differences. What
are the main differences you can see between Jane’s
life in Canada and what Jane’s life would be like if she
lived in Ireland?

•

Jane tells us that there are two kinds of people living
in her area – Earth Ravagers and Earth Savers. How
did this divide come about? What is different about
the two lifestyles? Emma complains that, being under
eighteen, she and her friends had no say in which camp
they belonged. What aspects of your life do you, as an
under-eighteen-year-old, not have control over?

•

At one point in the book, Farley says, ‘It’s a funny thing,
where you were born … You don’t have a choice about
it, yet it has a way of determining the rest of your life
if you let it.’ Discuss.

•

Compare the way Jane and Dell interact as a couple
to how Jane and Farley interact with each other. What
does this tell you about the three people involved and
their relationships?

•

Jane tells us the history of how sexual/non-sexual her
relationship with Dell is and has been. What aspect of
this history demonstrates that Dell is indeed ‘a good
guy’. This is mirrored in Farley’s later reaction to Jane’s
kiss. Both young male characters are respectful and
considerate and, at least in this context, mature. Would
this story be a useful basis for a discussion on issues of
consent?

•

Grandparents feature significantly in this story. Neither
Jane’s dead grandfather nor Farley’s absent ‘new’
grandparents are ‘typical’ grandparent figures: they are
flawed human beings – warts and all. What role do the
grandparent figures play in this story?

•

We hear a lot about how life for Jane and her family
has changed pre-diagnosis/post-diagnosis, including
how they spend their time after school/at weekends/
on birthdays. This gives us an insight into how families
cope with extreme stress. How does Jane explain what
happens?

•

How do you think the two types of illness – Emma’s
physical illness and Jane’s mental illness – are depicted
in the book?

•

Jane tells us that this book is ‘not about look-at-thesick-kid’ – so, what is it about?
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•

Plain Jane is written entirely as a first-person narrative.
The only viewpoint we get is Jane’s own account. Do
you usually like books written this way? What are the
advantages of writing a novel like this? What are the
drawbacks? Write an entry or piece from the novel
from the perspective of one of the other characters:
Emma, Farley, Dell or Tracey.

•

Another, slightly different form of first-person narrator
would be a diary-style book, like The Secret Diary of
Adrian Mole by Sue Townsend. Rewrite an episode
from the book as if Jane were writing her diary. What
differences might there be between the two pieces of
writing?

•

Throughout the story, Jane is constantly doodling and
drawing. Would you like to see an illustrated version
of Plain Jane which would include some of these
drawings? Try your drawing skills by producing an
illustrated version of one of the chapters in this book.

•

As the book is set in Canada, some of the words and
phrases used are different from words and phrases we
would use here in Ireland. Can you find some examples
of this from the text of the book? Think about the way
English is used in England, in Ireland, in the United
States, in Canada or even Australia or New Zealand.
From your other reading, or watching TV/movies,
can you compile a short list of words and phrases in
English that are different, depending on which Englishspeaking country the speaker is living in?
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The Call
Peadar Ó Guilín
Suitable for 14+
David Fickling Books
ISBN 9781910200971

About the Author
Peadar Ó Guilín’s The Call was inspired by the beautiful
northwest of Ireland where he grew up. In September 2007,
Peadar published his first novel, The Inferior, which the Times
Educational Supplement called ‘a stark, dark tale, written with
great energy and confidence and some arresting reflections on
human nature’. it has now been translated into eight languages,
including Japanese and Korean. His fantasy and science-fiction
short stories have appeared in numerous venues, including Black
Gate magazine and an anthology celebrating the best of the
iconic Weird Tales. He is currently working on a sequel to The
Call.

Summary
On her birthday, Nessa finds out the terrible truth about her
home in Ireland – the truth that will change her future forever.
She and her friends must train for the most dangerous three
minutes of their lives: the Call. That any day now, without
warning, they will each wake in a terrifying land, alone and
hunted, with a one in ten chance of returning alive. And it is
Nessa, more than anyone, who is going to need every ounce of
the guts, wit and sheer spirit she was born with if she – and the
nation – are to survive.
Judges’ Comments
Cut off from the rest of the world by carnivorous Sídhe, Irish
children over the age of ten wait in fear to be abducted and
hunted by these vicious faery folk. Following the travails of
several teenagers, including Nessa (unlikely to survive the Call
due to being permanently disabled from polio), this intense
story does not flinch from exploring the price of survival. Ó
Guilín has created an engrossing young adult novel with rich
world-building and a distinctive evocation of dread, suspense
and resilience.
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Chapters 1 and 2
• Why do you think Nessa’s parents are reluctant to
tell her about the three minutes? How does knowing
the truth change Nessa? Do you think she suspected
something beforehand?
• What do you think of the statistics that only one in ten
children survive their teenage years?
• The sergeant tests people boarding the bus with iron to
make sure they are not fairies. What do you know about
the Sídhe and Irish fairy folklore?
• What are your first impressions of Nessa and Megan’s
friendship?
• The boy from Omagh is called on the bus. How do the
reactions of older people on the bus compare to Nessa
and Megan’s reactions?
Chapters 3 and 4
• Nessa says she has ‘rebuilt the dam of her emotions
stronger than ever’. Why do you think this is and what
are your initial impressions of her relationship with
Anto?
• Why do you think students like Megan and Antoinette
risk their lives by ignoring the rules of the school by
smoking etc.?
• Nessa’s books include The History of the Sídhe,
Testimonies and Dánta Grá in Irish, a language that few
people speak. What do you think these books say about
her personality?
• What are your impressions of Taaft? How does her
attitude towards Nessa’s training with a disability
compare to Nessa’s attitude?
• In this chapter we get our first proper overview of the
Boyle training college, including the teachers. Are they
what you would expect for a college of this nature?
• We witness the effects of the Welcome Tea. Do you
think this is unnecessarily cruel for ten-year-old
children?
• We learn about the dynamics of year five. What are
your impressions of Conor and Anto’s fight? Are the
roles held by the students similar to those in a regular
school?
• Are you surprised by Nessa’s night-time trip to the
boys’ dormitory? How does this shape your opinion of
her physical abilities and her relationship with Anto?
Why do you think she chose that particular poem?
Chapter 5
• How does the tone change in this chapter?
• Antoinette encounters spider trees and human dogs.
How does the author create the world of the Sídhe?
• In this chapter we get to know Antoinette and she is
also taken very quickly from us. Why do you think the
author takes this approach? What do you think of the
nature of her death?
Chapters 6, 7 and 8
• We see how the students react to Antoinette’s death.
Why do you think they react in this way?
• Megan and Conor have an argument. Do you think
Conor is a dangerous character?
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•
•
•

•
•

Nessa floors Rodney in her sparring session. Do you
think she has faith in her abilities? What do you think
are her chances of survival?
On learning the story behind Nessa’s teacher
‘Frankenstein’, what impression do you get of the
Ireland Nessa lives in?
Conor holds court as the self-appointed leader of ‘The
Knights of the Round Table’. From this and his attitudes
towards his fellow students, why do you think he has
developed such a high opinion of himself?
Are you surprised by Conor’s attitude toward Nessa?
Do you think Anto’s interruption is intentional?

Chapters 9 and 10
• Cahal is called and we learn more about the Grey Land
and the tricks of the Sídhe. How does his experience
differ from Antoinette’s?
• Why do you think the Sídhe send Cahal back in this
form? Are you surprised by Cahal’s friends’ attitudes
towards the beast that claims his body?
• How does these events affect Conor? What do you
think this might mean for the future?
Chapters 11 and 12
• Nessa, Anto and Taaft have very different attitudes
towards the necessity of Javelin Day. Which attitude do
you agree with most?
• The school’s cruel-to-be-kind methods are enforced
from a young age. How does this shape your opinion of
teachers like Taaft?
• A school in Mallow is wiped out. What theories at this
stage do you have about the cause of this?
• What does Nessa’s flushing away of her poetry
symbolise?
• We learn more about the Irish banishment of the Sídhe
to the Grey Land. What do you think of the ethics
behind this? Is it reminiscent of any other times in
history?
Chapters 13 and 14
• Nessa is targeted on the hunt. Why do you think
Conor publicly victimises her so much when he has
secret feelings for her? What does this say about his
character?
• What do we learn about Nessa and Megan’s friendship
from this scene? How do you think they will cope if one
of them is called?
• What do you think of Nabil? Why do you think the
students favour him so much? Do you think his
approach to the students is wise?
• The girls find a fairy corpse in a fairy fort. What do
you know of fairy forts from Irish folklore? What
significance do you think this might have for the
school?
• Why do Megan and Nessa’s attitudes towards the
rules of the school differ so greatly? Why do you think
Megan is so eager to share her secret?
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Chapters 15 and 16
• Why do you think the discovery of the fairy fort drives
such a wedge between Nessa and Megan? Is Nessa’s
jealousy and worry revealing of her feelings towards
Megan? Do you think Megan takes advantage of
Nessa’s friendship?
• Nessa accepts help from Anto – do you think this is a
big step for her? Do you think they interact like normal
teenagers?
• Nessa always fashions crutches from branches as she
will not have them in the Grey Land when she is called.
Do you think she is extra hard on herself because of
her disability?
• What do you think the revelation of the shrunken fairy
body could mean?
Chapters 17 and 18
• Do you think Conor’s desire to harm Nessa is due to
his training? What similarities does Liz Sweeney have
to Conor?
• How do you think Nessa’s takedown of Conor will alter
year five’s dynamics?
• Emma’s death differs hugely from the others. Why do
you think the author offers this view?
Chapters 19 and 20
• Anto’s internal monologue gives us a glimpse of his
true opinions. Were you surprised that his training
kicked in so effectively when faced with the Sídhe?
• Chuckwu honestly reveals that he would not have
saved Anto. What would you have done in a similar
position? Are you surprised by Chuckwu’s later
sacrifice?
• What do you think the windows in the Grey Land could
symbolise?
• Nessa is not sent to the cage as punishment. Do you
think that her lack of punishment is worse? Later
Conor is punished for attacking her when she has a
disability – what do you think of the school’s attitudes
towards disability? Are they reminiscent to past
attitudes in Ireland?
• Conor forcefully kisses Nessa without consent. What
are your opinions on his actions? Why do you think he
acts this way after their fight in the forest?
Chapters 21 and 22
• We see the direct aftermath of Kieran being called.
What do you think the life of a veteran would really be
like?
• Bangor College has been taken along with Mallow.
What could the shrinking Sídhe mean?
Chapters 23 and 24
• Marya suddenly reveals a romantic interest in Anto,
much to Nessa’s horror. She later chastises someone
who mocks Anto, saying, ‘you don’t talk about a
Survivor like that’. How do you think surviving the Call
might affect your position in this society?
• The Knights, ordered by Conor, purposefully victimise
Nessa. Why do you think she doesn’t react to their
extreme treatment? What knowledge do we gain from
Nessa’s interaction with Liz?

•

•

How do you think the loss of Keith, Cahal and
Chuckwu, Anto’s survival and Nessa’s rejection of
Conor will affect the Knights’ morale and Conor’s
confidence? Why is Conor expending so much time and
energy on torturing Nessa?
From his interaction with Marya, how do you think the
Call may have altered Anto?

Chapters 25 and 26
• ‘The problem is the lack of funerals.’ How do you think
the students cope with death as a daily reality? Aoife
is in mourning for Emma throughout this chapter – did
you feel this was a realistic portrayal of grief? What
does the other students’ treatment of Aoife at this
time say about them?
• Nessa plans to visit Anto but is beaten to it by Aoife
who is seeking his help. How has Anto changed
from how he was during his Call and before it? Are
you surprised by how deeply hurt Nessa is by this
revelation?
• Why do you think Nessa doesn’t simply tell Ms Breen
about Conor’s plans?
• Frank appears to be on a downward spiral in this
chapter – how do the coping mechanisms of the
different teachers vary?
Chapters 27 and 28
• All of year seven has been wiped out, failing to meet
their one-in-ten quota. How do you think living in such
a reality would affect your outlook on life?
• Do you believe that the magic of the fairy fort can
truly be destroyed? Is it wise to return to the mound
now?
• Despite the ordeal face by her brother Kieron, Liz
Sweeney is focused completely on harming Nessa –
why do you think that has happened? Do you think she
has personal reasons for targeting Nessa?
Chapters 29 and 30
• Bruggers reveals he isn’t sure why they are harassing
Nessa, as she is as good as dead when she is called.
Why do you think Conor and Liz are so obsessed with
this task?
• The author uses very descriptive and emotive language
to describe Nessa’s sickening journey into the
undergrowth of the fairy realm. How does this shape
your understanding of the Grey Land? Why do you
think they are able to make this journey so easily?
What could this mean for the school?
• Anto makes a reappearance to defend Nessa. Why do
you think the Sídhe have altered him physically?
• Only Tony’s skeleton returns from his Call. How do you
feel about the author’s descriptions of these incidents?
Do you find the violence too graphic or gruesome?
Chapters 31 and 32
• Mr Hickey is trying to map the Grey Land – do you
think this is a feasible task?
• What does this chapter reveal about the characters of
Mr Hickey and Ms Breen?
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•
•

•

Ms Breen offers a theory that the Sídhe can shrink and
that their world could be minuscule. How does this
theory stand up against other incidents in the book?
Nessa reveals she has never read the testimony
regarding her older brother’s death. How do you think
families cope when faced with the Call? How do you
think survivors can continue to have children, knowing
the fate they will face?
Anto and Nessa meet face to face for the first time.
How are their actions at odds with how Ness usually
acts? Why do you think she acts this way?

•
•

•

When the action comes to a head, were you surprised
by the revelation of which characters have made a deal
with the Sídhe?
In the past, it was church bells that awoke people
from the spell of the Sídhe. In this case, Ms Breen’s
fast thinking and a fire alarm save the school. How did
Conor underestimate her?
This chapter is particularly violent. How does the
author frame the narrative of the battle? How does
this reality compare with the violence we have already
witnessed during the Calls?

Chapters 41 and 42
• Nessa is called. As with Megan’s death, her desire to
survive, which has always been her goal, vanishes.
Why do you think she loses this determination? What
do you think allows her to normally be such a driven
character?
• It is revealed that Nessa will not be killed by the Sídhe.
Are you surprised that this was Conor’s wish?
• Nessa’s hiding place is almost perfect for her due to
her strong arms. It is because of this hiding place that
she is given the power of resisting flames. Do you think
her disability has been her secret strength all along?
• Conor is to be King of Ireland if he revokes the treaty
banishing the Sídhe. How do you think Ireland would
change under Sídhe rule? Does Ireland rightfully belong
to the Sídhe?
• Nessa kills Conor with a kiss. Why do you think the
author chooses this method to end Conor’s life?

Chapters 33 and 34
• In this chapter we learn more about Melanie and the
deal she made with the Sídhe. What do you think
would drive someone to make a deal with the enemy?
What could this mean for the school? What kind of
quality of life do you think the veterans lead after the
Call?
• Why do only ‘the runt of the litter and the girl who
wants to be his consolation prize’ remain loyal to
Conor? How do you think the loss of followers will
affect him? Are you surprised he risks everything he
has worked for to attack Nessa?
Chapters 35 and 36
• Conor is called. How is his account different to the
other students’ accounts. Does he react differently to
the world of the Sídhe? Why is he so calm, so sure of
his leadership and belonging?
• Are you surprised Conor makes a similar deal to
Melanie? What do you think his ‘dearest wish’ will be?
• ‘We do what we have to to survive. For the nation to
survive.’ What is revealing about Conor’s mix up of
the school mantra? What could be the cost of a false
testimony?
• Although Conor has survived, the Sídhe have marked
him – why do you think that is? Why do you suspect
Conor really wants to remain in the school?

Chapters 43 and 44
• The Sídhe are destroyed and prevented from gaining
access to Ireland. Do you think this is the best
conclusion, even though people may continue to be
called? Would you like to read a sequel to this story?
• ‘People don’t see women as killers.’ Nessa alters her
testimony, omitting her murder of Conor, despite the
fact that it allowed her to save the country. Why do
you think this would still be the case in a country
where teenagers are trained to be killers?
• Despite misgivings in the beginning of the novel, Nessa
is a survivor. Did you find her an inspiring character?
Were you satisfied with the conclusion?

Chapters 37 and 38
• How does Conor’s absence change the dynamics of
year five?
• In our world, teenagers are constantly forced to look
to their future and make important decisions when
young. Here it is taboo to discuss what might happen
if one survives. How do you think this would affect the
students?
• Megan is called. Do you think Megan’s attitude in the
Grey Land is in keeping with her character so far? Did
you assume she would survive?

Questions

Chapters 39 and 40
• Are you surprised by Megan’s chilling last actions?
• Nessa’s reaction to Megan’s death is the first time
we see her express genuine, unfiltered emotion. How
does she cope with this loss and how does it affect her
desire to survive?
• The author hints of an impending bloodbath – at this
stage, who do you believe will survive?
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1.

From the outset we are thrown straight into
Nessa’s world with information revealed slowly and
sporadically. What do you think of the introduction of
this story – is it confusing or gripping?

2.

Nessa mentions that she contracted polio as a small
child. What do you know about this disease and its
effects?

3.

From your initial introduction to the characters, were
there any that you were surprised did or did not
survive? Which students did you think the author
characterised best? Did characters have a variety of
depth in terms of being good or evil?
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4.

The mantra of the school is ‘The Nation must Survive’.
Do you think this collective ideology for the good of
the country could be dangerous?

5.

Aoife reveals her fears of having to marry into a
heterosexual relationship. Not too long ago, this was
the case for many LGBT people in Ireland. Why do you
think this practice has reverted in the world of the
Call?

6.

Activities

The students, teachers and the fairies themselves speak
the language of the Sídhe. What do you think this
language would sound like?

7.

The author often ends a chapter by hinting at some
impending doom. Do you think this an effective plot
device or does it act as a spoiler?

8.

What do you think of the multiple points of view used
in this book? How does this method shape the plot?
Who was your favourite perspective to read from?

9.

How does this book compare to similar dystopian
books such as The Hunger Games? Did you enjoy the
Irish elements to the story?

10. This book is recommended for young adults. What do
you think of this rating? Do you think the violence
and explicit content make it less suitable for teenage
readers?
11. Did you know that women in Ireland were burnt to
death for being fairies? What can you find out about
the last of these, Bridget Cleary? What comparisons
could you make between these incidents and the
Salem Witch Trials in America?
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•

The students often swear by the old gods of Crom,
Lugh and Dagda. Research some of these ancient gods
and see what you can find.

•

Many of the descriptions of the Grey Land are
nightmarish. Use a description from your own
nightmares to create your own version of the calling of
a student.

•

Ireland has a long history of fairy folklore, including
the theory that the fairies stole babies, replacing them
with changelings. What information can you find on
this? Write a creative story where a family raises a
changeling child.

•

The Boyle training college is almost the exact opposite
of Irish secondary schools. Teachers punch students,
students are encouraged to be aggressive and the weak
are preyed upon. Write a diary entry imagining how a
ten-year-old student would adjust to life in this school.

•

Create an obstacle course and scavenger hunt in your
school yard and compete to see who in your class has
the best survival skills.

•

What do you know about The Book of Conquests?
Research the book and see if it alters your views of The
Call.

•

Do you think Irish children in our world could benefit
from being more aware of their own folklore? What
folklore tales are you familiar with? Have a folklore
storytelling session in school with each student
presenting a different story.
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The Ministry of Strange, Unusual and Impossible Things
Paul Gamble
suitable for 9+
Little Island Books
ISBN 9781910411544
About the Author
PAUL GAMBLE was born and brought up in Belfast. He currently
works in the Department of Communities in the NI Civil Service.
Over the years Paul has written and worked on a number of
local and national television and radio shows for broadcasters
such as RTÉ and the BBC. He has also worked with a range of
stand-up comedians. This is his first novel.

Summary
A novel full of adventure, hilarity, heroism and … pirates, The
Ministry of SUITs tells the story of a secret ministry hidden away
in the far reaches of the Ulster Museum in Belfast. It deals with
all the strange, unusual and impossible things in the world,
the things we don’t want to have to think about or deal with
as perfectly-normal-thank-you-very-much people: ancient
monsters, wild animals, pirates, unicorns, aliens and much more.
Some people are born to work in the Ministry, and twelveyear-old Jack is one of those people. Endlessly curious, perhaps
to a level that might be called nosy, Jack finds himself and
his frenemy Trudy as the Ministry’s newest recruits. And their
first mission? To find out where all the school oddbods are
disappearing to …
Judges’ Comments
Get ready for a rollercoaster of zaniness, adventure and hilarity!
This debut novel by Paul Gamble skilfully juxtaposes the
fantastical, thoughtful, comic and mundane. The relentlessly
curious Jack, on a mission to find his missing friend, is recruited
into the secret Ministry of Strange, Unusual and Impossible
Things (Ministry of SUITs) which deals with all the weird
creatures and objects in the world. Enhanced by witty footnotes
and explanatory subsections, this deliciously imaginative and
immersive novel is a joy to read.
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Before You Begin
•

Looking at the title and cover, what sort of book do you
think this is going to be? An adventure story? A historical
novel? A love story? Science fiction? Fantasy? Does it look
like it will be a serious book or a fun one?

•

The Ministry of Strange, Unusual and Impossible Things:
What do you think these ‘things’ might be? Make a list. The
pictures on the cover might give you some clues.

Honest Opinion
•

Did you enjoy the book? Write your review of it and rate it.
How many stars (or dinosaurs!) out of five would you give
it?

•

This book is part mystery, part adventure story and part
jokes and craziness. Do you think the book strikes a good
balance between all these?

•

The narrator likes to interrupt the flow of the story. How
does she/he do this? What did you think about that aspect
of the book? Did you find it funny? Confusing? Irritating?

As You Read
•

•

Activities around the Book

This book is full of questions: Jack asks lots of them, so
does the narrator and, of course, the reader too. As you
read, make a list of the questions you ask yourself. For
instance, why does Mr Teach have one arm longer than the
other? What grown-up says danger is fun? Tick them off
as they are answered further in the book. Is anything left
unanswered at the end?
This book plays on our expectations a lot: we think we
know something (what is going to happen, what the answer
to a question is), but we are wrong. Keep a journal of every
time you were ‘wrong’ or surprised. Did you sometimes
guess right? Which was more fun: being surprised or being
right?

•

Why do you think the Misery is so miserable? Write the
missing Handbook entry from p. 137.

•

Throughout the book, Trudy remains quite a secretive
character. We know that she can have very sad thoughts
that allow her to achieve super-fast Speed. What do you
think makes her so sad? And how do you think she was
recruited by the Ministry?

•

Some characters live beyond the pages of this book, such as
Edward Teach, Grace O’Malley or Calico Jack Rackham. See
if you can find out anything about Takabuti and Cthulhu.

•

Grey often tells Jack that what he thinks of as the truth is
‘perfectly ridiculous’. Look at everything they say about
dinosaurs: their colour (p. 232), their extinction (pp. 72–3),
their size (p. 231). What do you think of the explanations
he gives instead? Do they make any sense? Or are they
ridiculous? Why can’t Jack see what might be wrong with
them? Do you have better arguments?

•

Have you ever heard the phrases ‘fake news’ and
‘alternative facts’? Find a definition for them. Do you think
that the things we ‘learn’ about in the Ministry Handbook
and in the rest of the book can be considered ‘alternative
facts’ or ‘fake news’? If not, in what way is it different? Take
the example of the history of bouncy castles (pp. 110–11)
and analyse it using this document: or search ifla.org fake
news infographic .

Questions
1.

What is the Ministry of SUITs? What does it do?

2.

Why does Grey think Jack would be a great Ministry
agent?

3.

Why does Jack want to join the Ministry?

4.

Why does Jack think that David is in danger?

5.

The book is set in Northern Ireland, but the exact place
is never named. Can you guess where it is? What is the
main clue?

6.

Why is the Minister dressed in a long black cassock and
a white dog collar?

7.

What is the reference to ‘men in suits’?

8.

Why are Jack and Trudy suspicious of Chapeau Noir
Enterprises?

9.

How does the Speed work? Does it make any sense to
you? Do you think it’s a useful invention to have in this
story?

And beyond!

10. Trudy and Jack try several times to get help from the
grown-ups in the Ministry. Does it work? What reasons
does Grey give for not helping them much? Are these
reasons good enough in your opinion?
11. What was Mr Teach’s evil plot? Is it in any way
credible? Does it matter?
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•

Were-creatures are a combination of things, animals and
human beings. In the book, you read about were-wolves,
were-flies and even were-hamsters (pp. 185–6). Create
your own were-creatures and describe them: what are they
made up of, what do they look like, what are their special
powers, what are their desperate weaknesses?

•

In the famous tale of the hare and the tortoise, the slower
animal unexpectedly wins the race against the faster
animal. According to the Ministry (pp. 33–4), the ending of
the story is true (the tortoise wins the race), but the rest
is full of lies (the tortoise keeps cheating). Think of other
stories where a weaker character triumphs against the odds,
like Little Red Riding Hood or David and Goliath. Maybe
those heroes didn’t win in the clever or noble way we think.
Write the ‘true’ version.
www.childrensbooksireland.ie
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•

•

•

In the book, dinosaurs are hidden in the caves of Marble
Arch; mummies and wild animals are stored in the Ulster
Museum. Find a map of your area. Where would be good
places for hiding Strange and Unusual Things? Any caves,
abandoned houses or factories? Fields that always look
empty but could house hundreds of tiny fairies? Look at the
names of the places too: they could be good clues (maybe
angels live in Heavenstown in Wexford; mad scientists in
Crazy Corner in Westmeath; evil doctors in Hospital in
Limerick; aliens in Clone, Co. Monaghan; tiny people in Inch,
Co. Cork; sabre-tooth tigers in Leopardstown, Co. Dublin,
etc.). Draw a new map of your area indicating all the
creatures’ hiding places.

4.

5.

Go into your local museum and find an item that looks
broken or unfinished. Imagine how you would explain the
damage if you were working for the Ministry.
Have a look under your bed or at the back of your wardrobe
to collect odd bits and pieces. Can you create your own
museum of Strange, Unusual and Impossible Things? Label
each item, explaining what it is and why it’s more weird
and exciting than people might at first think.

6.

What SUITs agent are you?
1.

a.

Doctor Who

b.

Life on Earth

c.

Evil is the New Black

d.

None of your business

Which is your ideal holiday destination?

Their shape tells a lot about the man (or
woman) wearing them

b.

Tentacles are superior by far

c.

Are beards a thing now?

d.

I’m not answering that

What is your favourite subject in school?
a.

PE

b.

Same difference

c.

Science

d.

Bah!

If you come face to face with a resuscitated mummy
you
a.

Exterminate it!

b.

Ask where she found her very realistic
costume

c.

Ask it if there’s any truth in the Pharaoh’s
Curse

d.

Are you still asking me these stupid
questions?

When you grow up your dream job is …
a.

Ursinologist urologist

a.

Planet Vhrool in the 23rd nebula

b.

Investigative journalist

b.

Disneyland

c.

Dictator

c.

Anywhere is fine

d.

I don’t ‘dream’

d.

Nowhere is where
8.

3.

a.

What did you watch on TV last night?

7.
2.

What is your opinion on beards?

What is your favourite book?

To you a lone shoe on the side of the road is the sign
that

The Ministry of SUITs, it’s good fun! But they
ask too many questions.

a.

Someone didn’t tidy up properly

b.

Another pirate has escaped a piratorium

b.

The Ministry of SUITs, it’s totally true! But they
don’t give all the answers.

c.

What shoe?

c.

The Ministry of SUITs, it’s wicked! But the
baddies don’t win in the end.

d.

That this test should end. Right. Now.

d.

Don’t read

a.
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Check your answers against the chart and count the number of
,

,

and

you get.

a

b

c

d

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
If you got mostly

…

You are David! Curiosity is not your middle name. You take
things in your stride, even the most incredible ones, because you
generally don’t notice them. The Ministry could use an agent
like you for your phlegm, but not on the field. The medical-care
team is probably the place for you … Surely, you wouldn’t mind
looking like Nurse Nufty?

If you got mostly

…

You are Cthulhu! You are an evil being from outer space with
unfathomable power. The Daleks are probably your best buddies
and you certainly enjoyed taking flies apart when you were
little. You are very organised and people live in fear of you. The
Ministry’s filing department can use your talents, but please
stop threatening the interns with unending suffering.

If you mostly got

…

You are Trudy or Jack! You are always ready for the next
adventure, and to you unanswered questions are like an itch
that you just have to scratch. You love to notice the unusual in
life, but you hate when you can’t find an explanation for it. You
are the stuff of a Ministry operative. Once in the field, however,
remember that this is not just a puzzle to be solved: you may
potentially die a horrible death.

If you mostly got

…

You are the Misery! You … er … well … No, nothing. You are the
Misery. We respect that. Goodbye.
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year
• Reduced entry fees to the annual
CBI conference and any live literature or
professional development events organised
throughout the year
• Regular updates by post from Children’s
Books Ireland

Visit our website to donate ‘€20 for 20’
Helping to celebrate twenty years of CBI

For CBI membership and resources, go online to

www.childrensbooksireland.ie
Follow us on social media!

childrensbooksireland
@KidsBooksIrel
@kidsbooksirel
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